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ABSTRACT
Numerical heating in particle-in-cell (PIC) codes currently precludes the accurate simulation of cold, relativistic
plasma over long periods, severely limiting their applications in astrophysical environments. We present a spatially
higher-order accurate relativistic PIC algorithm in one spatial dimension, which conserves charge and momentum
exactly. We utilize the smoothness implied by the usage of higher-order interpolation functions to achieve a spa-
tially higher-order accurate algorithm (up to fifth order). We validate our algorithm against several test problems
– thermal stability of stationary plasma, stability of linear plasma waves, and two-stream instability in the rela-
tivistic and non-relativistic regimes. Comparing our simulations to exact solutions of the dispersion relations, we
demonstrate that SHARP can quantitatively reproduce important kinetic features of the linear regime. Our simu-
lations have a superior ability to control energy non-conservation and avoid numerical heating in comparison to
common second-order schemes. We provide a natural definition for convergence of a general PIC algorithm: the
complement of physical modes captured by the simulation, i.e., those that lie above the Poisson noise, must grow
commensurately with the resolution. This implies that it is necessary to simultaneously increase the number of
particles per cell and decrease the cell size. We demonstrate that traditional ways for testing for convergence fail,
leading to plateauing of the energy error. This new PIC code enables us to faithfully study the long-term evolution
of plasma problems that require absolute control of the energy and momentum conservation.
1. INTRODUCTION
The PIC method is a very powerful numerical tool to study
the evolution of plasmas, it is used to model plasmas ranging
from laboratory experiments to astrophysical environments.
First proposed in one spatial dimension (1D) by Buneman
(1959) and Dawson (1962), the general idea of this algorithm
is straightforward: it follows the trajectory of particles with N-
body methods, while solving Maxwell’s equation on a Eulerian
grid. The communication between grid points and particles is
achieved through interpolation. The general loop (described in
Figure 1) consists of first interpolating particle positions and
velocities to a spatial grid to solve for the resulting charge and
current density. Maxwell’s equations are then solved on the
grid with these source terms to find the self-consistent elec-
tromagnetic (electrostatic in 1D) fields. Fields are then inter-
polated back to the particle positions to calculate the Lorentz
force, and hence, acceleration, to forward evolve the particles
in time using a so-called pusher. This reduces the number of
computational operations from ∼O(N2) (such as in the case of
N-body methods) to ∼ O(N), where N is the number of parti-
cles in the simulation. This also results in eliminating all wave
modes in the electromagnetic fields on scales smaller than the
cell size on the grid upon which they are computed.
A major test of the accuracy and fidelity of different PIC
schemes is their ability to preserve conserved quantities such
as energy, momentum, and charge. Often, this is required to
accurately study subdominant, relativistic populations that typ-
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ically arise in astrophysical contexts. Examples include non-
thermal particle populations accelerated at shocks and recon-
nection events (Spitkovsky 2008; Lyutikov et al. 2016), propa-
gation of cosmic rays (Riquelme & Spitkovsky 2009), interac-
tion of accretion disks and coronae (Miller & Stone 1999), and
TeV blazar driven beam instabilities (Broderick et al. 2012).
In the latter, this problem is especially severe, with the beams
being both numerically and energetically subdominant while
being highly relativistic; even a small degree of heating in the
background can impact or overwhelm the evolution of beam
plasma instabilities.
Direct interpolation of particle data to construct charge and
current densities on the grid, in general, leads to a violation of
charge conservation. However, modern algorithms typically
use charge conserving methods to perform such step while
maintaining the charge conservation (e.g., Eastwood 1991; Vil-
lasenor & Buneman 1992; Esirkepov 2001; Umeda et al. 2003).
Energy and momentum conservation on the other hand ap-
pear to be mutually exclusive (see, e.g., Brackbill 2016). Due
to their importance, several schemes have been developed to
ameliorate their non-conservation using different underlying
methodologies.
Recently introduced implicit methods (Chen et al. 2011;
Lapenta & Markidis 2011; Markidis & Lapenta 2011) can in
theory preserve total energy exactly (though in practice may
not), while violating momentum conservation. For computa-
tionally simpler explicit, momentum conserving schemes, en-
ergy conservation is improved by filtering the deposited grid
moments (charge and current densities), as is done in the
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Figure 1. Schematic representation for the general loop in the PIC method:
starting from the three o’clock position and moving clockwise, the macro-
particles’ position and velocity data (x,v) are deposited onto a physical grid
to construct charge and current densities (ρk and Jk) at control points (k) of the
grid (Section 2.3). These are used to solve Maxwell’s equations, which yield
the self-consistently computed (electric and magnetic) fields at these control
points of the physical grid (Section 2.4). The updated fields are, then, back-
interpolated on the macro-particles to construct the Lorentz force on macro-
particles (Section 2.5), which is then used to evolve them via a particle pusher
(Section 2.6).
TRISTAN-MP code (Buneman et al. 1993; Spitkovsky 2005).
However, filtering, when used with a momentum conserving
scheme, leads to a violation of momentum conservation and
non-vanishing self-forces (see Appendix A.3). In lieu of fil-
tering, energy conservation is also improved by using higher-
order interpolation functions, which is the approach that we
will adopt below for both forward- (from particles to fields) and
back-interpolation (from fields to particles) steps. This has the
added advantage that momentum conservation is maintained.
In this paper, we describe an implementation of the PIC al-
gorithm in 1D that uses high-order spline functions (up to the
fifth order) for the forward- and back-interpolation steps of the
algorithm. We couple this with an exact Poisson solver and a
second-order symplectic integrator, i.e., leap frog, to produce
a second-order accurate code called SHARP-1D. SHARP-1D
displays superior energy-conservation properties while con-
serving the momentum exactly. The smoothness coming from
the usage of high-order interpolation functions is utilized to
construct an up to fifth-order spatially accurate algorithm.1 De-
spite the high spatial order accuracy, our code remains second-
order accurate because it is limited by the accuracy of the par-
ticle pusher. This will be addressed in future work.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we de-
scribe the basic equations of the PIC method, our choice of
discretization of the equations, and discuss sources for the nu-
merical error. After discussing the order of accuracy of the
solution, we describe our choice of code units and the imple-
mentation of SHARP-1D. In Section 3, we discuss the conser-
vation properties of different PIC algorithms. In Section 4, we
demonstrate the different capabilities of SHARP-1D by val-
idating it against several test problems: thermal stability of
plasma, plasma oscillation frequency and linear-Landau damp-
1 Due to the usage of lower order interpolation functions, current algorithms
perform the back-interpolation step with second-order spatial accuracy (e.g.,
Lapenta & Markidis 2011; Haugbølle & Frederiksen 2013; Brackbill 2016;
Lapenta 2016).
ing of standing plasma waves, and two-stream instabilities in
both relativistic and non-relativistic regimes. We compare sev-
eral of the results of SHARP-1D to the results of TRISTAN-
MP simulations in Section 5. Finally, we study the convergence
properties for our algorithm in Section 6 and discuss the perfor-
mance of SHARP-1D in Section 7. We conclude in Section 8.
2. THE PIC METHOD
The evolution of the particles that comprise a plasma is de-
scribed by the Boltzmann and Maxwell’s equations. In the ab-
sence of collisions, the particles are described by the Vlasov
equation, which in one spatial dimension is
∂t fs(x,u, t)+
u
γ
∂x fs(x,u, t)+
qsE(x, t)
ms
∂u fs(x,u, t) = 0, (1)
where s denotes a particle species, characterized by its charge
qs and mass ms, u = γv is the spatial component of the four-
velocity, γ =
√
1+ (u/c)2 is the Lorentz factor, E(x, t) is the
electric field, and fs(x,u, t) is the phase-space distribution func-
tions of particles of species s.
In one dimension, Maxwell’s equations imply that the mag-
netic field is constant and along the direction of the particle mo-
tion. Thus, it impacts the evolution of neither the particle nor
the electric field, and we take it to be zero henceforth. There-
fore, Maxwell’s equations reduce to
∂xE(x, t)−
ρ(x, t)
0
= 0 and ∂tE(x, t)+
j(x, t)
0
= 0 , (2)
where ρ and j are the charge and current densities, respectively.
2 This set of equations is closed by the following equations for
ρ and j:
ρ(x, t) =
∑
s
qs
∫
fs(x,u, t)du
j(x, t) =
∑
s
qs
∫
u
γ
fs(x,u, t)du .
(3)
2.1. Smoothing Phase-space Distribution Function
The distribution function for point-like particles is given by
the Klimontovich distribution function:
f Ks (x,u) =
N ps∑
is
δ(x− xis )δ(u−uis ), (4)
where N ps is the number of physical (point-like) particles and
δ(x) is the Dirac delta function.
Direct usage of this singular distribution function is imprac-
tical for two reasons. First, the number of particles to be sim-
ulated is too large to be tractable, and thus, second, this dis-
tribution function would result in an overwhelming shot noise
due to the finite number of particles used in practice (Lipa-
tov 2002). Both can be mitigated in simulations by using a
smoothed approximation for the distribution function. Thus,
we approximate the distribution function by
fs(x,u) = w
Ns∑
is
S(x−xis )δ(u−uis )≈
∫
dx′ f Ks (x
′,u)S(x′,x), (5)
2 Here, we use SI units, and 0 is the permittivity of the vacuum. To convert
to CGS units, 0 needs to be replaced by 1/4pi. Ultimately, we convert to
a system of numerical units, obviating the distinction between these (Section
2.8).
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where Ns is the number of macro-particles (defined below), and
w = N ps /Ns is the number of physical particles that a macro-
particle represents.
The macro-particles (also called computational particles3)
have a “shape” S(x,xis ), i.e., a smoothed localized charge dis-
tribution that has w physical particles centered at xis , with∫
S(x,xis )dx = 1. (6)
The charge and the mass for these computational particles are
Qs = wqs and Ms = wms, respectively.
The macro-particles have the same plasma frequency ωP as
the physical particles they represent in simulations: they have
same charge-to-mass ratio and hence ω2p = q
2
s N
p
s /(V ms0) =
Q2s Ns/(V Ms0), where V is the volume. Both macro-particles
and physical particles also have the same normalized temper-
ature θs = kBTs/Msc2 = kBT
p
s /msc2, where Ts and T
p
s are the
effective temperatures of the macro-particles and physical par-
ticles, respectively. This arises from the assumption that the
macro-particles are monolithic, and thus have the same veloc-
ity distribution as the underlying physical particles, and thus
kBTs
Msc2
=
∫
du(γ −1) fs∫
du fs
=
∫
du(γ −1) f Ks∫
du f Ks
=
kBT
p
s
msc2
. (7)
Inserting the phase-space distribution function in Equa-
tion (5) into the Vlasov–Maxwell system (Equations (1) and
(2)), we obtain from the first two moments the following equa-
tions of motion for the macro-particle of species s:
dxis
dt
=
uis
γis
,
duis
dt
=
Qs
Ms
Eis , (8)
Eis ≡
∫
E(x)S(x,xis )dx, (9)
where E(x) is the solution of Maxwell’s equations (2) with mo-
ments given by
ρ(x, t) =
∑
s
Qs
Ns∑
is
S(x,xis ), (10)
j(x, t) =
∑
s
Qs
Ns∑
is
vis S(x,xis ), (11)
where vis = uis/γis . Below we explain how implicit discretiza-
tion of such a system of equations is achieved in our code.
2.2. Spatial grid
For a system of macro-particles in a periodic box (line) of
length L, we divide our domain into Nc cells each of size ∆x =
L/Nc. Assuming k ∈ {0,1, ...,Nc − 1}, we define the kth cell
(ck) centered at xk+1/2 ≡ xk +∆x/2 as x ∈ [xk,xk+1), where xk ≡
∆x k.
We adopt spline functions extending over a number of grid
cells as the shape function of the macro-particles. There-
fore, the distribution of physical particles inside these macro-
particles is symmetric around their center and extends over a
number of computational cells depending on the order m of the
3 Both macro-particles and particles will be interchangeably used to mean
the same thing: particles used in simulations. When we refer to physical parti-
cles, it will be explicitly specified.
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Figure 2. Different weight functions implemented in the code. The relation
between shape and weight functions is defined in Equation (15). Explicit forms
for both, shape and weight functions are given in Appendix B.
spline functions used. For instance, m = 1 is a top-hat distribu-
tion (shape) given by
S(x,xi)→ S1
( |x− xi|
∆x
)
=
1
∆x

1, If |x− xi|<∆x/2,
0, otherwise.
(12)
We also define, tn = n×∆t, En ≡ E(tn), i.e., superscript n
denotes the nth time step for the particular quantity. We choose
the time step ∆t such that c∆t ≤ ∆x, to obey the Courant–
Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) stability condition in 1D (Courant
et al. 1967).
2.3. Charge and current deposition
To obtain a discrete set of equations that governs the evolu-
tion of such macro-particles, we begin by integrating the first
equation in (2) over the kth cell ck:
Enk+1 −E
n
k =
∫
ck
ρn
0
dx =
∆x
0
ρnk+1/2. (13)
Here, ρnk+1/2 is the average charge density inside ck at t = t
n:
ρnk+1/2 =
∫
ck
ρn
dx
∆x
=
∑
s
Qs
∑
is
∫ xk+1
xk
Sm
(
x− xnis
∆x
)
dx
∆x
=
∑
s
Qs
∆x
∑
is
W m
(
xk+1/2 − xnis
∆x
)
, (14)
where
W m
(
xk − xnis
∆x
)
=
∫ xk+∆x/2
xk−∆x/2
Sm
(
x− xnis
∆x
)
dx (15)
defines the weighed contribution of a macro-particle at xis to
the average charge density of the kth cell.
The explicit forms for both shape Sm and weight W m func-
tions that we use in our code are given in Appendix B. In Fig-
ure 2, we plot different weight functions.
2.4. Solving Maxwell’s equations
Equation (13) gives the change in the electric field at cell
edges exactly. However, a complete solution also requires the
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boundary condition, Ek=0. Therefore, we rewrite Equation (13)
as
Enk = E
n
0 +
∆x
0
k−1∑
j=0
ρnj+1/2. (16)
We see that Enk inherits the error of E
n
0 . To find E
n
0 , we first find
the sum of cell-edges field Entot ≡
∑
k E
n
k . The second equation
in (2) can be re-written (for m> 0) as
∂tEtot =−
∑
k
jk
0
= −
1
0
∑
s
Qs
∑
is
vis
∑
k
Sm(xk,xis )
=−
∑
s
Qs
∆x0
∑
is
vis =
− jtot
0
. (17)
The first equality uses
∑
k ∆xS
m(xk,xi) =
∑
k W
m−1(xk,xi) = 1,
which is a property of spline functions implemented in our code
(see Table 4). Note that jtot can be calculated exactly at each
time-step using the macro-particles’ velocities. If the plasma
macro-particles have a total current, then ∂tE 6= 0, i.e., setting
∂tE to zero will artificially add a constant electric field on the
grid or equivalently a counter current.
Equation (17) is approximated to second, third, and fourth
orders of accuracy, respectively, as
Entot = E
n−1
tot −
∆t
0
jn−
1
2
tot +O(∆t3) (18)
Entot =
21
23
En−1tot +
3
23
En−2tot −
1
23
En−3tot
−
24
23
∆t
0
jn−
1
2
tot +O(∆t4) (19)
Entot =
17
22
En−1tot +
9
22
En−2tot −
5
22
En−3tot
+
1
22
En−4tot −
12
11
∆t
0
jn−
1
2
tot +O(∆t5). (20)
Proceeding in a similar way to generate higher-order accu-
rate, asymmetric estimates for Entot results in numerically un-
stable approximations. Thus, we stop at fourth-order accurate
method given in Equation (20).
To find E0 from Etot, we multiply Equation (13) by the index
k, and then sum over all cells. The left-hand side is given by
Nc−1∑
k=0
k
(
Enk+1 −E
n
k
)
=
Nc∑
k=1
(k−1)Enk −
Nc−1∑
k=1
kEnk = NcE
n
Nc −E
n
tot. (21)
Then, using the periodicity of Ek, i.e., ENc = E0, we can write
En0 =
Entot
Nc
+
∆x
0Nc
Nc−1∑
k=0
k ρnk+1/2. (22)
Thus, for a given set of particle data {xnis ,v
n−1/2
is }, we are able to
find the electric field at the edges of the cells, Enk . Importantly,
the only source of error is the error introduced in finding Entot.
The error, for fixed ∆t/∆x (motivated by the CFL condi-
tion), is of order O(∆x4) if we use Equation (18) to update
Entot. The error drops to O(∆x
5) or O(∆x6) with Equations (19)
or (20), respectively. It is also important here to note that an
O(∆xk) error in the force would introduce an O(∆xk+1) error in
the updated data of the macro-particles.
2.5. Back-interpolation: Force on Macro-particles
Having determined the electric field using Equations (13),
(14), and (18) or (19) or (20) to different orders of accuracy
from the macro-particle positions and velocities, we now cal-
culate the force on the individual macro-particles. The effective
electric field that acts on the macro-particle (Equation (9)) can
be determined from the electric field at each cell face, Enk as
follows
Enis =
∑
k
∫
ck
En(x)Sm(x,xnis )dx
=
∑
k
Enk+1 +Enk
2
∫ xk+1
xk
Sm(x,xnis )dx+O(∆x
2)
=
∑
k
Enk+1 +Enk
2
W m
[
(xk+1/2 − xnis )/∆x
]
+O(∆x2). (23)
In Appendix A.2, we show that the approximation in Equa-
tion (23) leads to exact momentum conservation and vanishing
self-forces. Another possible approximation of Enis , that has the
same order of accuracy is given by
Enis =
∑
k
Enk
∫ xk+1/2
xk−1/2
Sm(x,xnis )dx+O(∆x
2)
=
∑
k
Enk W
m [(xk − xnis )/∆x]+O(∆x2). (24)
The approximation in Equation (24) is used, for instance, in
Haugbølle & Frederiksen (2013). It generally leads to a vio-
lation of momentum conservation and unphysical self-forces
as shown in Appendix A.1. The order of accuracy for the
back-interpolation step is typically second order (e.g., Lapenta
& Markidis 2011; Haugbølle & Frederiksen 2013; Brackbill
2016; Lapenta 2016) because of the use of lower order interpo-
lation functions.
Using higher-order interpolation functions implies a
smoother representation of the phase-space distribution
function. As a consequence, we can assume a smoother
representation of the electric fields4. Therefore, since we
implemented up to fifth-order spline interpolation function,
this allows constructing up to fifth-order accurate back-
interpolation. To derive a higher-order accurate method, we
approximate the integration Ik =
∫
ck
En(x)S(x,xnis )dx using
Simpson’s rule:
Ik =
∫ xk+1
xk
En(x)Sm(x,xnis )dx
=
∆x
6
[
Enk S
m
k,is +4E
n
k+ 12
Smk+ 12 ,is
+Enk+1S
m
k+1,is
]
+O(∆x5), (25)
where we define Smk,is ≡ Sm(xk,xnis ).
To utilize Equation (25), we need to approximate Enk+ 12
in
4 An order m interpolation function means that f is m + 1 times spatially
differentiable.
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terms of cell-edge fields Enk as follows
Ek+ 12 =
−Ek+2 +9(Ek +Ek+1)−Ek−1
16
+O(∆x4) (26)
=
3(Ek+3 +Ek−2)+150(Ek+1 +Ek)−25(Ek+2 +Ek−1)
256
+
O(∆x6). (27)
Using Equation (25) and since ∆xSm ∈ [0,1] (see Table 4),
O(∆x4) error in Ek+ 12 implies O(∆x
4) error order in Eis and
O(∆x6) error in Ek+ 12 implies O(∆x
5) error order in Eis (be-
cause of the error order in Equation (25)). Therefore, the ap-
proximate electric field Enis =
∑
k Ik on a macro-particle at xis ,
using the periodicity of Ek, can be expressed as
Enis =
∑
k
∆xSmk+ 12 ,is
[
9(Enk +Enk+1)− (Enk+2 +Enk−1)
24
]
+
∑
k
Enk
3
[
∆xSmk,is
]
+O(∆x4) (28)
=
∑
k
Enk
3
[
∆xSmk+ 12 ,is
]
+
∑
k
∆xSmk+ 12 ,is
×
[
3(Enk+3 +Enk−2)+150(Enk+1 +Enk )−25(Enk+2 +Enk−1)
384
]
+O(∆x5). (29)
To summarize, here we showed how we can find the forces
on the individual macro-particles for a given discretized field
on a grid. The force error can be of order O(∆x2), O(∆x4),
or O(∆x5) if we use Equation (23), (28), or (29), respectively.
Given the numerical error in finding Enk , so far we have shown
how, for a given set of particle data {xnis ,v
n−1/2
is }, we can find the
forces on such particles Fnis . The error can be of order O(∆x
2),
O(∆x4), or O(∆x5), by employing consecutively higher-order
equations in finding En0 .
2.6. Pusher: particle update
To push the individual particles, we use a leapfrog scheme to
discretize the equations of motions for the particles,
un+1/2is = u
n−1/2
is +∆t
Qs
Ms
Enis +O(∆t
3), (30)
xn+1is = x
n
is +∆tv
n+1/2
is +O(∆t
3). (31)
The code assumes that the initial positions of the particles are
provided at t = 0, but the initial momenta are given at t = −∆t/2.
It also assumes that at t = −∆t the sum of electric field at cell
edges was zero, i.e., En=−1tot = 0.
2.7. Error sources in our algorithm
Here, we summarize the different sources of error in the al-
gorithm presented above.
1. The use of discretized equations to compute Etot, yield-
ing up to O(∆t5) accurate schemes (Equations (18)-
(20)).
2. The interpolation of the field from the grid to the macro-
particle to calculate the force Fis . This can be done
at O(∆x) in such a fashion that total momentum is
conserved exactly, or at higher accuracy, O(∆x3) and
O(∆x4) at the cost of (slightly) violating momentum
conservation.
3. The updating of the particle positions, which is currently
performed at O(∆t3).
For fixed ∆t/∆x, as implied by the CFL condition, the above
imply that our code is fundamentally second-order accurate,
limited by the particle pusher. That is, despite improving en-
ergy and momentum conservation, the order of the interpola-
tion function does not set the order of accuracy of the over-
all scheme. Implementing a higher-order symplectic integrator
within our scheme would improve the convergence order; we
leave this point for future work. Nevertheless, as we will show
in Sections 4-6, the improved spatial order produces substantial
practical enhancements in the code performance.
2.8. Normalized equations
Using the fiducial units (c,n0,q0,m0), we define the follow-
ing scales
t0 =
√
m00/(q20n0), E0 =
√
n0m0c2/0,
ρ0 = q0n0, j0 = ρ0c, x0 = ct0.
(32)
We then define our dimensionless variables as t¯ = t/t0, dt =
∆t/t0, x¯ = x/x0, h = ∆x/x0, u¯ = u/c, Q¯s = Qs/q0, M¯s = Ms/m0,
ρ¯ = ρ/ρ0, j¯ = j/ j0 and E¯ = E/E0. We also identify t0 as the time
scale of the plasma frequency of the entire plasma that includes
contributions from all species. This defines n0 as follows
ω20 ≡ t−20 =
q20n0
m00
=ω2p =
∑
s
Q2s ns
Ms0
→ n0 =
∑
s
Q¯2s ns
M¯s
, (33)
where ns is the number density of the macro-particles of species
s and
n0∆x =
∑
s
Q¯2s ns∆x
M¯s
=
1
Nc
∑
s
Q¯2s Ns
M¯s
. (34)
In the case where all species have the same mass and charge,
n0∆x = (
∑
s Ns)/Nc = Nt/Nc. In such a case, we chose our fidu-
cial units so that Q¯2s = 1, M¯s = 1, therefore, n0 =
∑
s ns.
In terms of the dimensionless variables defined above, the
equations that are solved by the code can be written as follows
ρ¯nk+1/2 =
Nc∑
s(Q¯2s Ns)/M¯s
∑
s
Q¯s
∑
is
W m
[
(x¯k+1/2 − x¯nis )/h
]
, (35)
E¯nk+1 = E¯
n
k +hρ¯
n
k+1/2, (36)
E¯nis =
∑
k
E¯nk+1 + E¯nk
2
W m
[
(x¯k+1/2 − x¯nis )/h
]
, (37)
u¯n+1/2is = u¯
n−1/2
is +dt
Q¯s
M¯s
E¯nis ,
x¯n+1is = x¯
n
is +dtv¯
n+1/2
is .
(38)
The general loop in the code is then{
x¯nis
v¯n−1/2is
}
(35)−−−→ ρ¯nk+1/2
(36) & E¯n−1tot−−−−−−−−−−→ E¯nk (37)−−−→ E¯nis
(38)−−−→
{
x¯n+1is
v¯n+1/2is
}
.
A schematic representation of this loop is shown in Figure 1.
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2.9. Implementation
SHARP-1D is implemented in C++, and is massively par-
allelized using MPI. The parallelization is done by distribut-
ing macro-particles on different processors, while reserving the
first processor (rank = 0) to compute the electric field on the
grid and to manage outputs.
3. CONSERVED QUANTITIES IN PIC
As we mentioned in the introduction, a major test of the ac-
curacy and fidelity of PIC schemes is their ability to preserve
conserved quantities such as energy, momentum, and charge.
Below we discuss such conservation laws in PIC schemes and
how well they are respected when different methodologies are
used. We begin by showing that our algorithm is charge con-
serving. Then, we compare the energy and momentum con-
servation properties when implicit and explicit techniques are
employed5. We also show that the usage of higher-order in-
terpolation leads to a decrease in the aliasing, which improves
energy conservation while maintaining exact momentum con-
servation.
3.1. Charge conservation
In traditional implementations of PIC, the direct interpola-
tion from particles to grid points, in order to calculate the grid
charge and current densities, leads to violation of the continu-
ity equation on the grid. The reason for that is calculating the
current density requires the knowledge of both particles posi-
tions and velocities at the half-time step and approximating the
particles positions at half-time step leads to an error in the cal-
culated current density when particles cross cell-boundaries.
Recently, several methods were proposed where the calcula-
tion of the current density on the grid from the particles is done
such that the continuity equation is satisfied on the grid at all
times (Eastwood 1991; Villasenor & Buneman 1992; Esirke-
pov 2001; Umeda et al. 2003). In the presented algorithm,
we locally obey the discretized continuity equation at all times
(i.e., we use a charge conserving scheme). The discretized cur-
rent density6 coincides with the current density proposed in
Esirkepov (2001).
To see this, we integrate the continuity equation ∂tρ(x, t) +
∂xJx(x, t) = 0 over a cell of size ∆x,
∂tρk+1/2(t)+
Jk+1 − Jk+1
∆x
= 0. (39)
Therefore, we can write
ρn+1k+1/2 −ρ
n
k+1/2
∆t
+
Jn+1/2k+1 − J
n+1/2
k
∆x
+O(∆t3) = 0. (40)
Using the second equation in (2), the current density at cell
5 Typically discretization in PIC is done using either explicit or implicit
schemes. In explicit schemes (such as the algorithm presented here), particle
data are used first to calculate the fields on the grid and then particle advance-
ment in time is carried out using these fields. On the other hand, when implicit
discretization is employed, the equations for fields on the grid and evolution
equations of particles have to be solved simultaneously in order to evolve for-
ward in time.
6 In fact, our presented algorithm does not require to calculate the current
density for solving Poisson’s equation.
edges can be expressed as follows
Jn+1/2k ≡
∑
s
Qs
Ns∑
is
vn+1/2is S
(
xk,x
n+1/2
is
)
(41)
= −
0
∆t
[
En+1k −E
n
k
]
+O(∆t3). (42)
Then using Equations (42) and (13), we can write
Jn+1/2k+1 − J
n+1/2
k =−
0
∆t
[
(En+1k+1 −E
n+1
k )− (E
n
k+1 −E
n
k )
]
+O(∆t3).
=−
∆x
∆t
[
ρn+1k+1/2 −ρ
n
k+1/2
]
+O(∆t3). (43)
Therefore, our scheme obeys exactly the second-order accu-
rate continuity equation.
3.2. Energy and momentum conservation
In general, for PIC schemes, energy and momentum con-
servation appear to be mutually exclusive (see, e.g., Brack-
bill 2016). Momentum non-conservation typically comes from
non-vanishing self-forces and errors in the interaction forces –
an example of such a case is shown in Appendix A.1. These
non-physical forces can produce macroscopic non-physical in-
stabilities (Langdon 1973). Energy non-conservation can also
produce dramatic changes in the evolution of the plasmas.
Since such an error has a secular (unbounded) growth, energy
non-conservation imposes a serious limitation on the ability
to study the nonlinear phenomena which occurs in long time
scales (compared to ω−1p ).
For instance, Lapenta & Markidis (2011) demonstrated that
in the two-stream instability, the errors in the energy are dis-
proportionately distributed to the fast particles. In particular,
they demonstrated that even though the per-particle violation in
energy conservation is small, the disproportionate distribution
of energy non-conservation leads to errors in the distribution
of particles, especially at the high energy end. This is impor-
tant for particle acceleration in relativistic situations (Lapenta
& Markidis 2011). Also, results that probe the long-term be-
havior of particle distribution functions starting from linearly
unstable conditions such as tenuous beam instabilities or parti-
cle acceleration are subject to these issues (e.g. Sironi & Gian-
nios 2014; Ardaneh et al. 2015; Park et al. 2015).
Traditional explicit algorithms lead to numerical increase in
the total energy (numerical heating) while conserving the to-
tal momentum exactly (Birdsall & Langdon 1991; Hockney &
Eastwood 1988). For explicit schemes, an energy conserving
algorithm was developed in Lewis (1970). However, the total
energy is conserved only in the limit of ∆t → 0. In practice,
there will be numerical heating of the plasma because of the
finite timestep.
On the other hand, traditional implicit algorithms tend to
decrease the total energy numerically (numerical cooling),
while violating the total momentum conservation (Brackbill
& J. Forslund 1985). Recently, implicit algorithms that, in
principle, conserve the total energy exactly, while still vio-
lating momentum conservation, were introduced: for non-
relativistic/classical plasmas by Markidis & Lapenta (2011)
and Chen et al. (2011) and relativistic plasmas by Lapenta &
Markidis (2011). However, in practice, these algorithms use
the Jacobian-Free Newton Krylov (JFNK) method to solve the
full implicit system, introducing an error that depends on the
accuracy of the Newton or Picard iteration. This leads to viola-
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tion in energy conservation that can be controlled by increasing
the accuracy of such methods.
One major source of energy non-conservation is the coupling
between the wave modes resolved by the grid and their aliases.
Aliases are wave modes that differ by an integer number of
2pi/∆x. The reason for such coupling is that continuous par-
ticle data (which support wave modes that include aliases of
wave modes resolved by the grid) are used in the construc-
tion of phase-space moments at a discrete set control of points
on the physical grid. Therefore, for momentum conserving
schemes, we improve the energy conservation by decreasing
the coupling of the wave modes resolved by the grid with their
aliases.
One way to decrease the effect of aliasing is done by filter-
ing the deposited grid moments (charge and current densities),
this is used, for instance, in TRISTAN (Buneman et al. 1993)
and its parallel version TRISTAN-MP (Spitkovsky 2005). Fil-
tering, however, when used with a momentum conserving
scheme results in violating the momentum conservation and
non-vanishing self-forces (an example for such case is pre-
sented in Appendix A.3).
Alternatively, energy conservation is naturally improved
when using higher-order interpolation functions, as employed
here. In Fourier space, using higher-order interpolation func-
tion is qualitatively equivalent to low-pass filtering. However,
for instance, filtering when used with W 0 produces larger en-
ergy errors in comparison to the errors produced when first-
order interpolation, W 1, is used (cf. Section 8.7 of Birdsall &
Langdon 1991). That is, higher-order shape functions consid-
erably decrease the impact of aliasing, resulting in an improved
energy conservation for the same reasons as filtering, while
simultaneously maintaining higher accuracy evolution of the
underlying system. This includes, potentially, exact momen-
tum conservation. As shown explicitly in Appendix C, the dis-
cretization of the plasma into macro-particles with shape func-
tions of order m produces a spectral smearing with a width that
scales as (k∆x)−m, producing a corresponding an exponential
decrease in aliasing for the resolved modes with shape-function
order.
4. VALIDATION
We begin the assessment of the numerical algorithm pre-
sented in Section 2 with the physical validation of simulation
results against known results. This represents the first in two
critical numerical tests, the second being convergence, which
is treated in Section 6.
Specifically, we present comparisons with the analytical or
semi-analytical results on the following test problems:
1. thermal stability of a uniform plasma (Section 4.1),
2. standing plasma waves – Plasma oscillations and linear
Landau damping (Section 4.2), and
3. two-stream instabilities – non-relativistic and relativistic
(Section 4.3).
Because validation essentially consists of quantitative compar-
isons with known results, we are currently limited to phenom-
ena in the linear regime. This appears to be a wide-spread diffi-
culty within plasma simulations. Nevertheless, weak validation
in the nonlinear regime can be found when we discuss code
comparisons in Section 5. Here, we assume that all plasma
species have the same mass, and, up to a sign, the same charge.
Thus, we take as our fiducial units, q20 = Q
2
s and m0 = Ms, which
implies that n0 =
∑
s ns.
4.1. Thermal stability of plasma
In the absence of microscopic radiative processes (e.g.,
Compton scattering, bremsstrahlung), a uniform, thermal
plasma should not evolve. In practice, even a uniform thermal
plasma will numerically heat. This arises mainly as a conse-
quence of aliasing as explained in Section 3.2.
There are two temperature scales that are often relevant for
the numerical heating of plasma simulated with variants of the
PIC algorithm. The first is the numerical Debye temperature,
θD ≡ h2, (44)
which is the temperature at which the Debye length is equal
to square of the cell size in code units. Note that this is a
purely numerical quantity that defines those temperatures be-
low which the discretization of Maxwell’s equations no longer
resolves the Debye length. Typically, for θ < θD second-order
accurate codes will exhibit virulent numerical heating until
θ ≈ θD (see, e.g., Birdsall & Maron (1980)). Thus, θD presents
a key numerical limitation on the classes of plasmas that have
been simulated to date. However, as shown in Section 3.2, im-
plementing higher-order spatial interpolation decreases the ef-
fect of aliasing and hence considerably decrease such heating
as shown in Figure 3.
The second is the Poisson temperature, set by the Poisson
fluctuations in the reconstruction of the particle distribution.
This is set by equating the average potential and kinetic ener-
gies of randomly distributed particles (Appendix D.3), though
in the cold and hot limits (i.e., non-relativistic and relativistic
velocity dispersion limits, respectively) this reduces to
θP = θD
N2c
12N
[
1−
6 fm
Nc
]
×
{
2, θp 1,
1, θp 1. (45)
Temperatures below θP are not well defined numerically. Note
that the ordering of θP and θD is not fixed, though we will con-
sider cases when θP < θD exclusively.
Here, we study the heating due to different approximations
in PIC algorithms. To this end, we start all of our simula-
tions with temperatures higher than θP and study the evolution
of the plasma temperatures. We perform a series of simula-
tions for two populations of negatively and positively charged
macro-particles in a periodic box of length L¯ = 5 and cell size
of h = 0.1. The total number of macro-particles Nt = 2× 105.
Therefore, θP ≈ 1.04×10−5 and θD = 10−2.
Each simulation is started at a different initial temperature:
θ = 10−1,10−2,10−3,10−4. In all simulations presented here,
we use second-order accurate back-interpolation, i.e., Equa-
tion (23).
Since for all simulations here, θ 1, we start with an initial
distribution function that is given by
f (x,v, t = 0) =
Nt
L
√
θ
2pic2
e−(v/c)
2/2θ. (46)
For the various initial temperatures, we show in Figure 3 the
evolution of the plasma temperatures (top panel) and that of the
fractional energy error of the plasma (bottom panel). We show
results when first-order interpolation W 1 (left), third-order W 3
(middle), and fifth-order W 5 (right) are used in deposition and
back-interpolation steps.
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Figure 3. Impact of numerical heating on the temperature (top) and energy error (bottom) evolution in simulations of a stationary thermal plasma for different
interpolation functions: first-order interpolation W 1 (left), third-order W 3 (middle), and fifth-order W 5 (right). Here, θ = kBT/m0c2 is the normalized temperature,
∆E is the energy change (error) in the total energy and Eth is the initial thermal energy, i.e., excluding rest mass energy of macro-particles. Therefore, ∆E/Eth
measures the fractional energy error with respect to the initial thermal energy of plasma. For each interpolation order we perform simulations, at fixed cell size
h = 0.1, with initial temperatures of θ = 10−1 (solid-red curves), θ = 10−2 (dotted-green curves), θ = 10−3 (dashed-cyan curves), and θ = 10−4 (dotted-dashed blue
curves). The top panels show the long term (up to 4× 106ω−1p ) evolution of different temperatures for different interpolation orders, while the bottom panels show
the evolution of the fractional energy error of the plasma. The dashed-black line in the top panel shows the Debye temperature θD. The purple lines in the top panels
indicate θp that is given by Equation (45): temperatures below θP are not well defined numerically.
As expected, for the first-order interpolation (the scheme that
is most commonly employed in existing PIC codes), uncon-
trolled heating is observed for all θ ≤ θD. This heating sub-
sides when θ ≈ 3θD, requiring between one and two cells per
Debye length. Hence, first order PIC algorithms face severe
computational requirements to resolve cold plasmas.
However, using higher-order spatial interpolation signifi-
cantly reduces the temperature at which uncontrolled numer-
ical heating occurs. By fifth order, temperatures four orders
of magnitude smaller than θD, and only an order of magni-
tude larger than θP, can be resolved for millions of plasma
timescales. That is, high-order spatial interpolation extends the
range of temperatures and timescales that can be simulated.
The marked improvement of SHARP-1D is a direct result of
the corresponding improvement in energy conservation. The
bottom panels of Figure 3 show the evolution of the growth
in the energy of each simulation; in all cases, the unphysical
heating can be fully attributed to the failure to conserve energy.
However, the fractional energy non-conservation is improved
by nearly three orders of magnitude for each simulated temper-
ature as the spatial interpolation order is increased from W 1 to
W 5. The net result of higher spatial order is, therefore, the abil-
ity to run simulations orders of magnitude longer with orders
of magnitude lower resolutions.
4.2. Stability of standing linear plasma waves
We now turn to the stability and evolution of plasmas with
linear perturbations, specifically, standing waves. Key valida-
tion tests are the reproduction of oscillation frequencies, dis-
persion relations, and linear Landau damping rates. We begin
with a discussion of the anticipated values followed by quanti-
tative comparisons of standing wave evolution.
4.2.1. Linear Dispersion Relations and Growth Rates
As shown in Appendix E, the linear dispersion relation for
thermal plasmas are conveniently expressed in terms of a hand-
ful of dimensionless quantities:
ωˆ =
ω
ωp
, (47)
kˆ =
kvth
ωp
=
k
kD
, and (48)
vp =
ωˆ
kˆ
=
ω
kvth
, (49)
where vth = θ1/2c is the thermal velocity dispersion and kD is
the wavenumber associated with the Debye length. The linear
dispersion relation for a non-relativistic thermal population of
uniformly distributed electrons with a fixed positively charged
background, i.e., infinitely massive ions, is given by (see Ap-
pendix E for more details)
kˆ2 +1 =
√
pi
2
[
Erfi
(
vp/
√
2
)
− i
]
vpe−
v2p
2 , (50)
where Erfi is the complex error function defined as Erfi(vp) =
−i Erf(ivp). For a given kˆ, the roots ωˆ j = ω j/ωp can be found
by solving Equation (50) numerically; the real and imaginary
values for ω j yield the oscillating frequency and the grow-
ing/damping rate of the mode with wavenumber k, respectively,
at a given thermal velocity vth.
Approximate expressions for the roots of Equation (50) are
often obtained for the limit kˆ 1. The most common of these,
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and the standard expression found in most textbooks (e.g.,
Boyd & Sanderson 2003, and referred to here as “Standard”) is
ωˆi = −
1
2
√
pi
2
1
kˆ3
e−
1
2ˆk2
− 32 and ωˆr = 1+
3
2
kˆ2, (51)
where ωr and ωi are the real and imaginary components of ω,
respectively. A more accurate expression, derived by a higher-
order approximation to Equation (50) is given by McKinstrie
et al. (1999, referred to as “Extended”).
ωˆi = −
1
2
√
pi
2
(
1
kˆ3
−6kˆ
)
e−
1
2ˆk2
− 32 −3kˆ
2−12kˆ4
ωˆr = 1+
3
2
kˆ2 +
15
8
kˆ4 +
147
16
kˆ6.
(52)
Both of these approximates are shown in comparison to the
full numerical solution (“Numerical”) in Figure 4. It is im-
mediately evident that the regime of applicability of both the
Standard and Extended approximations is limited to kˆ < 0.25,
with the numerical consequence that neither are quantitatively
accurate in the rapid damping regime, where numerical valida-
tion experiments can most easily be performed.
For convenience, we provide below a numerical fitting for-
mula based on the formulation of McKinstrie et al. (1999) to
the full numerical solution for kˆ ∈ [0,0.6] that is good to 4%
throughout and better than 0.5% above kˆ = 0.3
ωˆi = −
1
2
√
pi
2
(
1
kˆ3
−6kˆ−40.7173kˆ3
−3900.23kˆ5 −2462.25kˆ7 −274.99kˆ9
)
× exp
(
−
1
2kˆ2
−
3
2
−3kˆ2 −12kˆ4 −575.516kˆ6
+3790.16kˆ8 −8827.54kˆ10 +7266.87kˆ12
)
,
ωˆr = 1+
3
2
kˆ2 +
15
8
kˆ4 +
147
16
kˆ6
+736.437kˆ8 −14729.3kˆ10 +105429kˆ12
−370151kˆ14 +645538kˆ16 −448190kˆ18.
(53)
In the following subsections, we report a series of simula-
tions to test the code in the regimes ωi ∼ 0 (undamped modes)
and ωi 6= 0 (damped modes). We use a fixed neutralizing back-
ground and negatively charged plasma macro-particles whose
initial distribution function is given by
f (x,v, t = 0) =
e−v¯
2/2θ
√
2piθ
[1+αcos(kx)] . (54)
In all simulations, we use θ = 10−3, α = 10−2, and fifth-order
spatial interpolation, i.e., W 5. The damping rates and oscilla-
tion frequencies in different simulations of this section are also
shown in Figure 4.
4.2.2. Plasma oscillations
At small kˆ, the linear Landau damping rate is vanishingly
small, i.e., ωi ≈ 0. As a result, a linear perturbation should os-
cillate providing quantitative tests in the form of the oscillation
frequency and evolution of the mode amplitude. We initialize
the simulation with an excited mode such that kˆ = 0.01. The
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Figure 4. Stability of standing plasma waves in the linear regime. The black
curves show the numerical solution to the linear dispersion relation, Equa-
tion (50). Red and blue curves are different analytical approximate solutions
for the linear dispersion relation (50). Purple data points show results from
different simulations in Section 4.2.
theoretical predictions (numerical solution of Equation (50))
are ωr/ωp = 1.00015 and ωi = −4.7× 10−2167. The rest of our
simulation parameters are given in Table 1.
Figure 5 shows the fitted values for the electric field of the
initially excited oscillation modes. The oscillation frequency
of the initially excited mode is found to be within 0.09% of the
theoretically predicted oscillation frequency (this is measured
by fitting the oscillation of such a mode in the simulation over
about 159 oscillation periods). The oscillation frequency and
amplitude are still in excellent agreement with the theoretical
prediction until the end of the simulation time t = 103ω−1p .
In Figure 6, we show the evolution of the averaged energy in
the excited modes (over five plasma periods). We find that most
of the power stays in the excited mode for the whole simulation
period. Coupled with the degree of energy conservation during
the simulation, this implies that no more that 0.1% of the initial
energy in the mode leaks into other degrees of freedom of the
plasma (e.g., other modes or heating of the plasma).
4.2.3. Linear Landau damping rates
For larger kˆ, corresponding to comparatively larger
wavenumbers, the damping rates become large. By kˆ = 0.35
the wave should damp by one e-fold in about six wave oscil-
lation periods. Again, this provides a number of quantitative
tests of SHARP-1D: oscillation frequencies and damping rates.
Thus, here we report on simulations at large kˆ; the values of pa-
rameters in these simulations and their results are summarized
in Table 1. The damping rates and oscillation frequencies in
different simulations are also shown in Figure 4.
In all simulations, the oscillation frequencies and damping
rates are found to be within 0.5% and 0.8% of the theoreti-
cal predictions of linear theory, respectively. The two columns
Rr and Ri of Table 1 report the ratio between the oscillation
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Table 1
Standing plasma waves simulation parameters and results.
kˆ Nt λ¯ a λ¯/h b L¯/λ¯ ωr/ωp c ωsimr /ωp
d Rr e ωi/ωp c ωsimi /ωp
d Rie ωp tmin f ωp tmax f
0.01 109 19.869 1761 2 1.00015 0.99925±3×10−7 0.9991 – – – 0 103
0.35 5×108 0.568 67 12 1.22095 1.21989±2×10−5 0.9991 −0.03432 −0.0344±4×10−5 1.0036 1.7 30.84
0.40 5×108 0.497 62 15 1.28506 1.28145±4×10−5 0.9972 −0.06613 −0.0687±8×10−5 1.0389 1.7 16.80
0.45 5×108 0.442 68 19 1.35025 1.34617±1×10−5 0.9969 −0.10629 −0.1066±2×10−5 1.00326 1.6 16.65
0.50 5×108 0.397 68 19 1.41566 1.40786±2×10−5 0.9945 −0.15336 −0.1546±6×10−5 1.0081 1.6 8.77
a Wavelength of the initially excited mode in code units.
b Number of cells used to resolve the initially excited wavelength.
c Numerical solution of Equation (50).
d Oscillation frequencies and damping rates found by fitting the changes in simulations. The error in the fitting parameters corresponds to 99% confidence level.
e Rr = ωsimr /ωr and Ri = ω
sim
i /ωi, where ω
sim
r and ω
sim
i are the oscillation frequency and damping rate obtained from fitting simulation results, respectively. An
example for such a fit is shown in Figure 5 for the case of kˆ = 0.01 and in Figure 7 for the case of kˆ = 0.45 .
f To fit our simulation results, we specify a time range [tmin, tmax] in the simulation over which we carry out the fitting.
frequency and damping rate in simulations to their theoreti-
cally predicted values, obtained by numerically solving Equa-
tion (50). The damping rate and the oscillation frequency of the
simulation are obtained by fitting the evolution of the Fourier
component of the electric field that corresponds to the initially
excited wave mode. In Figure 7, we show an example (for
kˆ = 0.45 simulation) of the fitting carried out to find oscillation
frequencies and damping rates of different simulations.
A sudden drop in the mode energy at the first period can be
observed in Figure 7. This is a characteristic feature of linear
Landau simulations, i.e., when damping rate is comparable to
the plasma frequency. Such a feature is also present when other
simulation methods are used to simulate the evolution of such
modes in a thermal plasma (e.g., Besse & Sonnendrücker 2003;
Rossmanith & Seal 2011).
4.3. Two-stream Instability
We now consider the quantitative accuracy with which
SHARP-1D can reproduce a dynamical instability – in 1D the
primary example is the two-stream instability. This provides
an opportunity to also assess the relativistic performance of the
code, through the simulation of relativistic beams. Thus, we
will consider two limiting regimes: non-relativistic (vb  c)
and relativistic (ub  c), where vb is the speed of the streams
and ub = vb/
√
1− (vb/c)2 is the specific momentum.
As with linear Landau damping, we will begin with a gen-
eral discussion of the anticipated instability properties and then
move onto quantitative comparisons.
4.3.1. Instability Growth Rates
In the non-relativistic regime, i.e., the streams are moving
with non-relativistic speeds and have non-relativistic tempera-
tures, the linear dispersion relation for two counter streams in
such limit is given by (see Appendix E for more details)
kˆ2 +1 =
√
pi
8
[
(vp + zb)
(
Erfi
[
vp + zb√
2
]
− i
)
e−vpzb
+ (vp − zb)
(
Erfi
[
vp − zb√
2
]
− i
)
evpzb
]
e−(v
2
p+z
2
b)/2, (55)
where zb = v¯b/
√
θ, v¯b = vb/c, kˆ = kc
√
θ/ωp and vp = ω/kc
√
θ.
In general, this must be numerically solved to obtain the mode
frequencies. The solution generally consist of two oscillatory
modes, a growing mode, and several damping modes. We
present some of these solutions in Table 2. In Figure 8, we
show the numerical solutions for the maximum growth rates
(and the mode growing with such a rate) as a function of the
stream speed and its temperature.
In the relativistic limit, the beam velocity distribution ex-
hibits a narrow peak very close to the speed of light c, and
is thus well described by the cold-plasma limit, i.e., θ = 0.
Within this limit, the linear dispersion relation for two rela-
tivistic counter streaming e+-e− populations (with speed vb) is
given by
1 =
ω2p/2
γ3b (kvb −ω)2
+
ω2p/2
γ3b (kvb +ω)2
. (56)
In this case, it is possible to obtain analytic solutions:
ω
ωp
=±
√√√√1+2kˆ2bγ3b ±√8kˆ2bγ3b +1
2γ3b
, (57)
where kˆb = kvb/ωp. When γ3b kˆ
2
b < 1, these again correspond to
two oscillating modes, a growing mode and a damping mode.
The positive imaginary root is maximized at the wavenumber
kmc
ωp
=
√
3/8
v¯2bγ
3
b
(58)
at which the growth rate is
Γm
ωp
=
1
2
√
2γ3b
, (59)
where Γm = =(ωm) is the growth rate of that wavenumber.
The anticipated growth rates for both the relativistic and non-
relativistic regimes are shown in Figure 9. At low beam veloc-
ities the finite temperatures of the beams suppress the growth
rates appreciably relative to the cold-plasma limit, highlighting
the importance of numerically solving the dispersion relation in
the non-relativistic regime. In both cases (non-relativistic and
relativistic streams) investigated below, we use a fifth-order in-
terpolation function W 5.
4.3.2. Non-relativistic Two-stream Simulations
The non-relativistic two-stream simulations are initialized
with an initial co-moving temperature of the streams at θ =
10−4. We use ∆x ∼ 0.001c/ωp and L/λm = 20, where λm =
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Figure 5. Fitting the oscillation frequency for plasma oscillation simulations. The left panel shows that the simulation data (red-curve) is in excellent agreement
with the fit. It continues to excellently fit the simulation until its end at 103ω−1p (right).
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Figure 6. The evolution of the averaged (over 5 plasma periods) energy in
the initially excited mode normalized to averaged energy in the first 5 plasma
periods of such mode. The inset shows that, after evolving the simulation to
103ω−1p , the level of variation on energy carried by the mode is about 0.1% of
the initial energy in that mode.
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Figure 7. The evolution of standing linear plasma mode in the regime of high
linear landau damping rate (kˆ = 0.45). The figure shows the fitting of the
Fourier component of the grid electric field that corresponds to the initially
excited mode. The noise level (blue line) corresponds to the estimated Fourier
component of the electric field in Equation (D16), i.e., the noise due to the
finite number of macro-particles distributed uniformly on a periodic grid.
2pi/km is the fastest growing wavelength. We start with a uni-
form distribution of macro-particles. Therefore, the initial dis-
tribution function is given by
f (x,v, t = 0) =
1√
2piθ
[
e−(v¯−v¯b)
2/2θ + e−(v¯+v¯b)
2/2θ
2
]
. (60)
Other simulation parameters and the theoretical prediction
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Figure 8. Numerical solutions to the non-relativistic two-stream instability
dispersion relation (Equation (55)). The blue curve shows the dependence of
maximum growth rate on the stream speed (and temperature). The red curve
shows the dependence of maximally growing wave mode on the stream speed
(and temperature).
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Figure 9. Theoretical predictions for the two-stream instability growth rates in
both relativistic and non-relativistic regimes. The black data points correspond
to our simulated growth rates. Here ub = γbvb.
are given in Table 2.
Generally, these simulations exhibit excellent quantitative
agreement with the results of the linear theory. This is clearly
evident in Figure 10, which shows the evolution of the ampli-
tude of the most rapidly growing mode (based on linear theory)
in the non-relativistic simulations as a function of linear growth
times. These should be compared to the solid black line, which
shows the expected exponential growth, i.e., eΓmt ; the corre-
spondence lasts over 4-8 e-folding times, i.e., 2-3.5 orders of
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Figure 10. Two-stream instability simulation results in the non-relativistic
regime. Different curves show the growth of the maximally growing mode
(predicted by the theory) with time in units of the growth rate of this mode
(predicted also theoretically) for streams with different speeds. The solid-black
line is a line with slope = 1 . An excellent agreement between simulation results
and theoretical predictions is therefore evident: the growth rate found in the
simulation and the rates calculated by solving the linear dispersion relation
for such plasma, Equation (55), numerically are quantitatively similar. The
inset shows a reconstruction of the vb/c = 0.020 simulation in terms of the
full complement of plasma modes shown in Table 2. Note that Γm is different
for different beam velocities vb (see Table 2 and Figure 9. Since the instability
grows from the noise in all simulations, we shifted the time so that linear-phase
instability growth starts at the same time for all simulations.
magnitude, ending when the instability saturates non-linearly.
The initial oscillations correspond to other solutions of the
dispersion relation, i.e., they are fully described by the linear
analysis of the two-stream instability: in addition to the ulti-
mately dominant exponentially growing mode, the linear dis-
persion relation admits other damping and oscillatory modes.
The inset in Figure 10 shows a reconstruction of the vb/c =
0.02 simulation, which shows prominent oscillations at the be-
ginning, in terms of the full complement of plasma modes
shown in Table 2. Thus, the simulation quantitatively repro-
duces all of the anticipated linear features. A similar exercise
is possible with the remaining non-relativistic simulations as
well.
4.3.3. Relativistic Two-stream Simulations
We also performed a series of simulations for streams mov-
ing with relativistic speeds ub = γbvb. In all simulations, the
initial co-moving temperature of streams is θ = 3×10−3, ∆x∼
0.05c/ωp and L/λm = 10, where λm = 2pi/km is the fastest grow-
ing wavelength. We start with uniformly distributed macro-
particles, i.e., the instability here also grows from numerical
noise. The initial distribution function is given by a combina-
tion of Maxwell–Jüttner distributions:
f (x,v, t = 0) =
[
eu¯u¯b/θ + e−u¯u¯b/θ
]
e−γbγ/θ
4K1
(
1/θ
) , (61)
where K1 is the Bessel function of the first kind, and θ is the
temperature in the co-moving frame of each beam. All other
simulations parameters, along with theoretical predictions, are
shown in Table 3.
Figure 11 shows again an excellent quantitative agreement
between the growth rates of the fastest growing Fourier compo-
nent of the electric field in different simulations and the theoret-
ical predictions (solid-black curve). As in the non-relativistic
case, the simulation exhibits exponential growth with the antic-
ipated growth rate over three to four e-folding timescales. As
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Figure 11. Two-stream instability simulation results the relativistic regime.
Different curves show the growth of the maximally growing mode (predicted
by the theory) with time in units of the growth rate of this mode (predicted
also theoretically) for streams with different speeds. The solid-black line is a
line with slope = 1. An excellent agreement between simulation results and
theoretical predictions is therefore evident: the growth rates found in the sim-
ulations and the rates calculated by solving the linear dispersion relation in the
cold-limit Equation (59) are quantitatively similar. The inset here shows a fit
for ub/c = 4.0 that includes the oscillatory components given in Table 3. Note
that for different stream velocities, Γm is different ( see Table 3 and Figure 9).
Since the instability here grows from the noise in all simulations, we shifted the
time so that linear instability growth starts at the same time for all simulations.
for the non-relativistic case, the initial oscillations can be iden-
tified with the oscillatory, non-growing modes (described by
and below Equation (57)). A fit for ub/c = 4.0 that includes the
oscillatory components is shown as an inset inside Figure 11.
5. COMPARISON WITH TRISTAN-MP
TRISTAN-MP is a publicly available PIC code to study
plasma physics relevant for astrophysical problems (e.g.,
Spitkovsky 2008; Riquelme & Spitkovsky 2009; Philippov
et al. 2015). Here, we compare some of the results we obtain
from SHARP-1D with those obtained using TRISTAN-MP. In
all cases, the same initial data are used. Generally, we find a
substantial improvement in the ability to conserve energy and
avoid numerical heating in SHARP simulations, and a good
agreement in short timescale phenomena for which energy non-
conservation is not substantial.
In our test problems, the performance of SHARP compares
very favorably to TRISTAN-MP, typically running roughly an
order of magnitude faster. We caution, however, that this may
not be an entirely fair comparison since TRISTAN-MP, as a 3D
code, may not be optimized for 1D problems.
5.1. Numerical Particulars of TRISTAN-MP
In addition to the initial conditions, TRISTAN-MP has a
number of specific numerical parameters that impact its perfor-
mance. While we are unable to perform an exhaustive analysis
of each, we did explore the result of varying a handful of these.
TRISTAN-MP is a 3D and 2D PIC code. Here, we use the 2D
version with one or two cells in one of the spatial dimensions to
run it in an effective 1D setup, which enables a fair comparison
to SHARP-1D.
5.1.1. Filtering
TRISTAN-MP provides the ability to low-pass filter the
deposited grid moments, e.g., current densities on the grid,
damping high-frequency noise prior to using them to solve
Maxwell’s equations. This reduces the coupling between the
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Table 2
Non-relativistic two-stream simulation parameters.
vb/c Nc a Npc b Γm/ωp c kmc/ωp d ωˆ1m and ωˆ
2
m
e ωˆ3m
e ωˆ4m
e ωˆ5m
e
0.02 5046 900. 0.168555 24.9 ±1.40842−0.0161625i −0.485447i −0.915823i −1.32416i
0.025 5324 900. 0.243771 23.6 ±1.47658−0.0123756i −0.342545i −0.673817i −0.987125i
0.03 6013 899.85 0.284945 20.9 ±1.48041−0.00479742i −0.249662i −0.48542i −0.715823i
0.035 6904 900. 0.307734 18.2 ±1.46288−0.00103408i −0.213058i −0.356584i −0.524922i
0.04 7903 900. 0.321003 15.9 ±1.44312−0.00011898i −0.247524i −0.391793i −0.527878i
0.05 9974 899.91 0.334645 12.6 ±1.41697−3.246×10−7i −0.340762i −0.388706i −0.494053i
0.06 12083 900. 0.34111 10.4 ±1.40108−1.294×10−10i −0.341415i −0.467936i −0.496439i
0.08 16110 900. 0.346906 7.8 ±1.39159−3.816×10−19i −0.346906i −0.396172i −0.524619i
0.09 18212 900. 0.348379 6.9 ±1.38628−1.148×10−24i −0.348379i −0.548489i −0.556374i
a Number of cells.
b Number of computation particles per cell.
c Theoretical predictions for the maximum growth rate.
d Fastest growing wave mode predicted theoretically.
e ωˆ = ω/ωp: other solutions of Equation (55) at the fastest growing wave mode km.
Table 3
Relativistic Two-stream Simulation Parameters.
ub/c vb/c Nc a Npc b Γm/ωp c kmc/ωp d ωˆ1m and ωˆ
2
m
e ωˆ3m
e
1 0.707 2441 491.6 0.2102 0.5147 ±0.8142 −0.2102i
2 0.894 6138 488.76 0.1057 0.2047 ±0.4095 −0.1057i
3 0.948 10948 493.24 0.0629 0.1148 ±0.2435 −0.0629i
4 0.970 16668 497.96 0.0422 0.0754 ±0.1636 −0.0422i
a Number of cells.
b Number of computation particles per cell.
c Theoretical predictions for the maximum growth rate.
d Fastest growing wave mode predicted theoretically.
e ωˆ = ω/ωp: other solutions given by Equation (57) at the fastest growing wave mode km.
wave modes resolved on the grid with their aliases leading
to improvements in the momentum and energy conservation
of the algorithm. In TRISTAN-MP, filtering is accomplished
with a three-cell stencil that generates a weighted average be-
tween the charge current density in a given cell with its neigh-
bors. This operation may be repeated as many times as desired,
smoothing the moments on progressively larger scales.
It is not a priori clear how many passes of the three-cell fil-
tering operation are optimal in a given problem and we exper-
imented with a number of different choices for the comparison
problems presented here. We find that after a small number of
filtering passes, typically three to five, the qualitative improve-
ment is only moderate for θ . θD and negligible for θ > θD.
This modest improvement comes with the additional com-
putational cost, set by the addition of a substantial number of
transverse grid cells required by many filtering passes. Thus,
when comparing the numerical heating in SHARP-1D (when
W 5 is used), we use four filtering passes with a 2D simula-
tion box for TRISTAN-MP that is only two cells wide in the
x-direction. All other comparisons employ only three filtering
passes or less with a 2D simulation box for TRISTAN-MP that
is only one cell wide in the x-direction.
5.1.2. Electromagnetic Mode Speeds
To suppress the numerical Cerenkov instability in
TRISTAN-MP it is possible to independently set the ra-
tio of the propagation speed of transverse electromagnetic
modes to the speed of light. This is implemented explicitly via
an additional numerical coefficient in Maxwell’s equations.
Typically, this is set near to unity, e.g., 1.025. However, in
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Figure 12. Comparison of the numerical heating (top) and energy non-
conservation (bottom) when TRISTAN-MP is used (four filters, dashed curves)
and when SHARP-1D (fifth order, solid curves) is used. Here, θ = kBT/m0c2
is the normalized temperature, ∆E is the energy change/error in the total en-
ergy, and Eth is the initial thermal energy, i.e., excluding rest mass energy of
macro-particles, therefore ∆E/Eth measures the fractional error with respect to
the initial thermal energy of plasma. We compare the evolution of the plasmas
with initial normalized temperatures of θi = 10−1 (red curves) and θi = 10−4
(blue curves) for the two codes. The dashed black line in the top panel shows
the Debye temperature θD.
the 1D electrostatic case, the numerical Cerenkov instability
does not exist, and we have verified that this factor does not
qualitatively change any of the results from the TRISTAN-MP
simulations.
5.2. Thermal stability and energy conservation
In Figure 12 we compare the evolution of the temperature
and energy error in a pair of simulations described in Sec-
tion 4.1. These are chosen such that in one case the Debye
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Figure 13. Evolution of the averaged energy in the initially excited mode
(blue), the energy in all other modes resolved by the grid (red), and aver-
aged energy error (black). Note that all energies, including the energy er-
ror, are normalized by the initial average energy in the excited mode, which
is 16.87% of the initial thermal energy in the plasma, i.e., excluding the rest
mass energy. Results from SHARP-1D are shown as solid lines, while results
from TRISTAN-MP are shown as dashed lines. The averaging is done over
37 plasma periods, while the normalization is done with respect to the initial
average energy in the excited mode, i.e., in the first 37 plasma periods. Top
(bottom) panel shows a comparison of the SHARP simulations employing W 1
(W 5) to the TRISTAN-MP simulations with no (three) filtering passes.
length is resolved by the grid cell (red curves) and when it
is not resolved (blue curves). In both cases, TRISTAN-MP
(dashed lines) exhibits a significantly larger violation of en-
ergy conservation, differing only in the timescale over which
this occurs. When the Debye length is resolved, the numeri-
cal heating occurs more slowly, becoming untenable only af-
ter 3.5× 106 plasma timescales. On the other hand, when the
Debye length is not resolved, the numerical heating dominates
the initial thermal energy almost instantly. In both cases by
4× 106ω−1p , both simulations have generated similar relative
degrees of numerical heating, i.e., the ratio of the energy errors
to the original thermal energy of the plasma.
In comparison, SHARP-1D (solid lines) reduces the numer-
ical heating rate drastically. When the Debye length is re-
solved (high temperature) the factional errors are fixed near
10−5 throughout the simulation. Lower temperature plasmas
exhibit similar absolute heating rates, and therefore the relative
heating for cold plasmas appears larger. However, even when
the Debye length is unresolved by an order of magnitude, the
plasma continues to be well modeled. The origin of the im-
provement in the numerical heating is the improvement in the
order of interpolation.
5.3. Stability of standing linear plasma waves
Here, we compare the evolution of a standing plasma wave,
where the linear Landau damping can be ignored, i.e., the abil-
ity of both TRISTAN-MP and SHARP-1D to maintain a small
amplitude oscillating wave mode.
The simulation setup is similar to that in Section 4.2: a fixed
uniform background of ions with thermal electrons in a box
with size L = 40 c/ωp. The electrons are initially uniformally
distributed. The initially excited mode is added through a ve-
locity perturbation: we first initialize electron velocities using
Equation (46) with θ = 10−3, then add a position dependent ve-
locity perturbation to individual particles’ velocity by adding
β cos(2pix/λ) to their velocities, where the initially excited
wavelength λ = 20 c/ωp, with β = 0.01λ/2pi, i.e., after about
0.25 of a plasma period this will introduce a density perturba-
tion with an amplitude of 0.01.7 The cell size is ∆x = 0.01 c/ωp
and since kvth/ωp = 0.009934, linear Landau damping can be
ignored. In all simulations described here, we fix the number
of electrons per cell to Npc = 1250. We also note that in all sim-
ulations the Debye length is well resolved, i.e., λD = 3.162 ∆x.
In Figure 13 we show the long-term evolution of the en-
ergy in this isolated wave mode. In both the SHARP-1D
(solid curves) and TRISTAN-MP (dashed curves) simulations,
the square of the amplitude (|E˜k|2) exhibits very small, long-
timescale oscillations. In the SHARP-1D simulations, these
are confined to within 0.8% of the initial value over the entire
simulation. In contrast, the TRISTAN-MP simulations also ex-
hibit a secular growth in the mode amplitude, leading to an
approximate energy increase of 10% by 8×104ω−1p .
This behavior is independent of the interpolation order
of SHARP-1D or number of smoothing filters employed in
TRISTAN-MP. Even when employing W 1 with SHARP-1D,
the mode amplitude continues to execute only small oscilla-
tions about the fixed value, accurately reproducing the expec-
tation for the linear evolution of the mode. Because the Debye
length is well resolved in this case, filtering improves the en-
ergy conservation only slightly in TRISTAN-MP, again, mak-
ing little difference to the mode evolution.
The origin of the unphysical growth in the mode in the
TRISTAN-MP simulations is unclear. The heating of the back-
ground is insufficient to appreciably Landau damp or excite the
mode. We have run additional simulations with SHARP-1D
employing a momentum non-conserving scheme in SHARP-
1D with W 1, i.e., using Equation (24) (which is the back-
interpolation scheme used in TRISTAN-MP), finding similar
results. That is, excluding both the differences in order and
the back-interpolation of the fields as the source of the secular
growth in the mode energy. The only untested distinction re-
maining between SHARP-1D and TRISTAN-MP is the way in
which the electric fields are updated.
Next, we compare the evolution of a shorter wavelength
mode (kvth/ωp = 0.45) that has a high linear Landau damp-
ing rate. The simulation’s setup is exactly the same as in
Section 4.2.3, but with a lower number of macro-particles
(Nt = 5×107). The time scale for damping is much smaller than
the time needed for the energy non-conservation to affect the
evolution of such modes. Thus, the result from both TRISTAN-
MP (dashed blue curve) and SHARP-1D (solid red line) match
exactly as shown in Figure 14. As noted before, the initial drop
in the wave amplitude is also present when other simulation
methods are used (e.g., Besse & Sonnendrücker 2003; Ross-
7 Unlike the simulations in Section 4.2, here we initialize a perturbation in
the velocity, which is more easily done with the native initialization routines of
TRISTAN-MP. We have verified that there are no significant differences when
the mode is initialized as a density perturbation, and hence do so when we later
compare a Landau damped wave.
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Figure 14. Comparison of the evolution of a linear plasma wave in the regime
where the linear Landau damping rate is high (kˆ = 0.45). Here, we compare
the results of SHARP-1D with W 5 (solid curves) to TRISTAN-MP with three
filtering passes (dashed curves). Since, the number of particles here is lower
than what was used in Section 4.2.3, there is a higher level of noise leading to
a slightly faster damping rate than seen in Figure 7.
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Figure 15. Comparison of the non-relativistic two-streams instability. Here,
we compare the results of SHARP-1D with W 5 (solid curves) to TRISTAN-MP
with three filtering passes (dashed curves).
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Figure 16. Comparison of the relativistic two-streams instability. Here, we
compare the results of SHARP-1D with W 5 (solid curves) to TRISTAN-MP
with three filtering passes (dashed curves).
manith & Seal 2011).
5.4. Two-stream Instability
We now compare the performance on dynamical instabili-
ties, i.e., the two-stream instability as described in Section 4.3,
for non-relativistic and relativistic streams. Here, again the
timescale, on which such instability grows, is much shorter
than the time scale needed for non-energy conservation to af-
fect the evolution. Therefore, we find the same same linear
evolution in both codes.
Figure 15 shows a comparison for two of the non-relativistic
stream velocities reported in Section 4.3.2. As before, time is
measured in e-foldings of the most unstable mode. In Figure 16
comparisons for two relativistic stream simulations reported in
Section 4.3.3 are shown. Again the same linear evolution of
the instability is found in both codes.
6. CONVERGENCE
At the end of Section 2.2, we discussed the accuracy and dif-
ferent errors introduced in our numerical scheme. We saw that
the dominant error is of order O(h3), arising from the order of
particle pusher. Here, we assess the convergence of SHARP-
1D and demonstrate that the numerical error decreases as ex-
pected. In particular, we develop a general criterion for con-
vergence studies of PIC simulations by requiring that the ratio
of the energy in the shortest wave mode to the energy in the
Poisson noise of simulation to be, at least, fixed.
We then present a test case where the error in the total energy
of plasmas is used as the measure of error: such a test shows
that the definition for convergence motivated above leads to a
decrease in the error at the expected rate and typical methods
to test for convergence fail: a slower decrease in the error is ob-
served as resolutions increase leading to a plateau in the error,
where increasing the resolutions no longer lead to a decrease
in the error.
6.1. “Resolution” in PIC Algorithms
In general, for a PIC-type algorithm, three notions of resolu-
tion are relevant for simulations.
1. Spatial resolution of the grid, i.e., h. This also deter-
mines the temporal resolution.
2. Momentum resolution, set by the number of particles
used to construct the charge and current density at each
cell, i.e., the number of particles per cell, Npc.
3. Spectral resolution, set by the size of the “spectral-cell,”
which, for each spatial-dimension, is given by of 2pi/L,
where L is the box-size.
The third is rarely discussed in PIC simulations and arises
when a physical phenomena (in linear or nonlinear regimes)
has a narrow spectral support. In such cases, higher resolu-
tion simulations will require increasing the three types of res-
olutions simultaneously. Here we will focus on the first two,
leaving a complete discussion of the third for future work.
Generally, it is necessary to increase all relevant resolutions
simultaneously to study algorithmic convergence. As we will
see below, this requires increasing the number of particles
per cell, rather than fixing it as it is typically done. A sim-
ilar requirement was found for smooth-particle hydrodynam-
ics (SPH) simulations, where the convergence also requires
increasing the number of fluid-particles within the smoothing
volume of each particle to study convergence (Zhu et al. 2015).
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6.2. Definition of Convergence – Equivalent Simulation
The notions of both spatial resolution (i.e., h) and momentum
resolution (i.e., Npc) place different constraints on the range
of underlying wave modes that can effectively be simulated.
Thus, some care must be taken to ensure that as these resolu-
tions are increased simultaneously, the underlying wave com-
plement of the physical system resolves ever smaller scales.
The discrete nature of the macro-particles places a floor on
the amplitude of a mode that can be effectively resolved.8 The
average potential energy of the particle distribution, or Poisson
noise, is
Emnoise =
L
120
[
1−
6 fm
Nc
]
q20Np, (62)
where recall that fm is a coefficient that depends on the spatial
order of the algorithm. Any mode with an energy less than
Emnoise is effectively unresolvable.
For comparison, we compute the energy in a single plasma
mode that can be revolved on the grid9. For a single mode in
plasma with charge density given by
ρ(x, t) =−A
(
q0Np
L
)
cos(ωt) cos(2pix/λ), (63)
the electric field is given by
E(x, t) = E0(t)+
∫ x
0
dx
′ ρ(x
′
, t)
0
= E0(t)−
(
q0Np
L
λ
2pi
)
A
0
cos(ωt) sin(2pix/λ), (64)
where A is the amplitude of the initial perturbation for a mode
with wavelength λ. Hence, the total electric field energy is
given by
E(t) =
0
2
∫ L
0
E(x, t)2dx
=
0L
2
E20 (t)+
1
20
(
q0Np
L
λ
2pi
)2
A2 cos2(ωt)
L
2
.
(65)
Averaging over a full-period and assuming that
〈
E20
〉
= 0, the
averaged potential energy in the wave mode is then
〈E〉 = 1
20
(
q0Np
L
λ
2pi
)2
A2
L
4
. (66)
Whether or not a mode can be resolved is then determined
by the ratio of 〈E〉 to Emnoise,
r =
〈E〉
Emnoise
=
3
2
A2Np
(2piL/λ)2
[
1−
6 fm
Nc
]−1
≈ 3A
2
8pi2
λ2Np
L2
. (67)
When r > 1, the mode is resolved on the grid, while when
r < 1 it is dominated by the Poisson noise in the simulation
and rapidly randomized. Because r ∝ λ2 this statement is also
a function of wavelength, with the smallest wavelength modes
being the most marginal. That is, the Poisson noise limit, Emnoise,
sets a minimum mode wavelength, λmin the simulation can re-
solve, independent of the spatial resolution of the grid. Improv-
ing the fidelity of the simulation requires, therefore, concurrent
8 This is what sets the thermal floor delineated by θP in Equation (45).
9 The wavelength λ is resolved by the grid, if λ/L is an integer.
increases in spatial resolution (e.g., h), momentum resolution
(e.g., Npc), and spectral resolution (e.g., L).
Explicitly, requiring that modes on the smallest spatial scales
are resolved, i.e., λmin ∝ h, then translates into the requirement
that hNpc/L is, at least, fixed.10 When spectral resolution is not
important, this requires that if the spatial resolution increases
by a factor η then Npc must grow by a similar factor, i.e.,
h→ h/η and Npc→ ηNpc . (68)
This is unsurprising – convergence requires simultaneous and
equal increases in the spatial and momentum resolutions. It
does mean, however, that convergence studies are numerically
demanding, as they scale as η3, even in 1D. This is, of course,
exactly the factor one would find in a purely Eulerian scheme
for solving the 1D Boltzmann equation, which is similar to 2D
hydrodynamics. It does make clear, however, that the inherent
randomness of the particle description does nothing to improve
the convergence characteristics.
6.3. SHARP-1D Convergence – An Explicit Example
We now provide an explicit example of convergence testing,
as described in the previous section, using SHARP-1D. To il-
lustrate both the convergence of SHARP-1D under this defi-
nition, and equally importantly, the lack of convergence under
separate definitions often employed, we do this for an extreme
range of η, extending over two orders of magnitude.
We begin with a fiducial simulation, which defines η = 1.
This is comprised of a population of electrons, with total
number of macro-particles of Np = 8950, and a fixed neu-
tralizing background. We use a box with normalized length
L¯ = 39.96175 and the initial normalized temperature for elec-
trons θini = 10−3. We start with a single excited mode with
amplitude A = 10−2 and wavelength of λ¯ = L¯/2. Therefore,
kˆ = 2pi
√
θ/λ¯ = 0.0099441, i.e., the linear perturbation should
oscillate without damping during the entire simulation time,
T = 100ω−1p .
For our fiducial simulation, we set the cell size, ∆x, such that
1/h = c/(∆xωp) = 8.958, i.e., Nc = 358 and Npc = Np/Nc = 25.
For all simulations in this section, we use fifth-order interpo-
lation (W 5). Note that in this simulation the box is sufficiently
large to spectrally resolve all relevant features of the dispersion
relation, and thus we do not consider it further here.
The accuracy measure we employ is the normalized maxi-
mum error over the duration of the simulation:
m ≡ max(∆E)
Eth
, (69)
where ∆E is the energy change in the total energy, Eth is the
initial thermal energy, i.e., excluding rest mass energy. Using
various definitions of the energy error, i.e., average error, result
in qualitatively identical results. Note that this is not the only
accuracy measure we might use; others include the amplitude
or phase of the wave, or the ability to reproduce other known
solutions. It does have the property that it is fundamentally well
understood (energy is conserved), not explicitly conserved by
the code (like momentum), and universally defined.
Figure 17 shows the impact of increasing the various relevant
notions of resolution independently and together. Increasing
10 Such requirement (a fixed ratio of the energy in the shortest wavelength
mode to the Poisson energy) implies that the ratio of the energy in a specific
mode to the energy in the Poisson noise of simulation increases as η2 with
improving resolution.
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Figure 17. Effect of increasing different resolutions starting with our fiducial simulation, on the maximum of the normalized energy error m ≡max(∆E)/Eth, where
∆E is the energy change in the total energy, Eth is the initial thermal energy, i.e., excluding rest mass energy. The figures show the effect of increasing the spatial
resolution, h, while fixing the momentum resolution, Npc, (right), the effect of increasing the momentum resolution while fixing the spatial resolution (middle), and
the effect of simultaneously increasing both momentum and spatial resolution (left). The red-star result, which is the same simulation for all plots here, corresponds
to our fiducial simulation (Npc = 25 and 1/h = 8.958). We define η ≡ Npc/25 = 1/(8.958 h).
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Figure 18. Effect of using higher-order interpolation functions on the nor-
malized maximum energy error m. Red, blue, green, and black lines are, re-
spectively, the results after running the simulation up to 103, 104, 105, and 106
ω−1p . This shows the importance of using higher-order interpolation functions
in controlling the energy non-conservation, the effect is specially important
for long time simulations. Here, the maximum of the normalized energy error
m ≡max(∆E)/Eth, where ∆E is the energy change in the total energy, Eth is
the initial thermal energy, i.e., excluding rest mass energy.
either the spatial or momentum resolution independently leads
to a plateau in m. The location and magnitude of this plateau
depends upon the value of the non-converging resolution, i.e.,
when converging in spatial resolution, Npc, or when converging
in momentum resolution, h. This is qualitatively distinct from
the case when both resolutions are increased simultaneously,
for which no plateau is evident over two orders of magnitude.
Quantitatively, using our definition of convergence, SHARP-
1D converges as η−2.8 ∝ h2.8. This is very similar to the antici-
pated h3, with the implication that the algorithm performance is
well understood. Because this is ultimately set by the currently
second-order symplectic integration employed in the particle
pusher, implementing higher-order spatial interpolation will
not improve this convergence rate. However, the value of the
higher-order spatial interpolation appears in the magnitude of
the energy error (i.e., its coefficient). This is clearly evident
in Figure 18, which shows the error in the η = 1 simulation
for different interpolation orders. Nevertheless, achieving the
full benefits of the higher-order spatial implementations will
require implementing an appropriate particle pusher.
7. PERFORMANCE OF SHARP-1D
To quantify the increase in the computational cost of using
higher-order interpolation functions, we ran a simulation using
8950 macro-particles on five processors for all implemented
orders. In Figure 19, we show the relative increase in computa-
tional time for both deposition and back-interpolation steps af-
ter running each simulation up to t ωp = 103 (red), 105 (green),
and 106 (black). The computational cost per update of using
W 5 is 2.28 times larger than W 1. We have verified that this is
independent of the number of macro-particles and the number
of processors.
The advantages of using higher-order interpolation are prob-
lem dependent. However, if we use the error in the total energy
as a measure of accuracy, we can attempt to quantify the dif-
ference by computing the relative computational cost of simu-
lations with different interpolation orders holding the level of
accuracy fixed. Figure 18 shows that for a simulation that runs
until time t = 106 ω−1p , the energy error, m, is smaller by a factor
of 103 when W 5 is used instead of W 1.
To achieve a similar accuracy using W 1, i.e., decreasing m
by a factor of 103, η needs to be increased by 103/2.8 ∼ 11.8
(where we employed the scaling in the right-hand panel of Fig-
ure 17). Consequently, both Npc and Nc each have to increase
by 11.8, increasing the number of steps by the same factor.
Therefore, using W 1, the computational cost increases by a fac-
tor of 11.83 ∼ 1640, ∼ 730 times that required by W 5. That is,
to achieve the same level of accuracy, a simulation that uses
W 5 is about 730 faster than a simulation that uses W 1 with im-
proved resolutions.11
SHARP-1D exhibits a near linear strong scaling, i.e., for
fixed problem size, with the number of processors employed,
Npr. By varying Npr between 20 and 300, we find
t ∼ N−0.96pr . (70)
8. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a self-consistent discretization for
the governing equations of plasma made of macro-particles in
1D (i.e., the Vlasov–Poisson equations) implemented in the
SHARP-1D code. It employs a self-consistent force on such
macro-particles that is accurate up to fifth order and provides
an essential step toward higher-order accurate PIC schemes.
The over all accuracy of the algorithm is, however, limited by
11 For reference, on Intel Xeon 3.47 GHZ CPUs, the computational time
to evolve 8950 macro-particles on five processors for 22396417 steps is 1732
seconds per processor when using W 1.
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Figure 19. Increase in computational cost when higher-order interpolation
functions are used in SHARP-1D, at a fixed number of macro-particles (Np =
8950) and number of cells. The normalized time is the computation time used
in both deposition and back-interpolation steps when simulations are run up to
t ωp = 103 (red), 105 (green) and 106 (black), normalized to the corresponding
time when W 1 is used. Here, we used five processor in all simulations. We have
verified that the relative increase in the computational cost, we found here, is
independent of the number of macro-particles and the number of processors.
the accuracy of the particle pusher which is still a second order
accurate symplectic method (leap-frog).
SHARP-1D conserves momentum exactly, and despite its
second-order accuracy, when higher-order interpolation func-
tions are used, better energy conservation and lower numeri-
cal heating is evident. SHARP-1D simulations of a thermal
plasma, whose Debye length is 10 times smaller than the cell
size and which employ spatial interpolation accurate to fifth or-
der only have an energy error, which is better than 1% of the
initial thermal energy. Moreover, it shows a negligible numer-
ical heating over a very long time (up to millions of inverse
plasma frequencies, see Figure 3).
We present a validation of SHARP-1D against some test
problems: the thermal stability of plasmas, the stability of lin-
ear plasma modes, and the two-stream instability in the rela-
tivistic and non-relativistic regimes.
To perform such validation tests, we determine the correct
modes of thermal plasmas (oscillation frequencies and damp-
ing and growing rates) by solving the corresponding linear dis-
persion relations numerically. This is done for thermal plas-
mas that are both stationary and counter streaming. For conve-
nience, we provide a fit to the oscillation frequencies and the
damping rates in the linear regime of thermal plasmas up to
kˆ = kvth/ωp = 0.6.
In all test problems, SHARP-1D demonstrates the ability to
reproduce kinetic effects of the linear regime both qualitatively
and quantitatively. This includes reproducing the correct os-
cillation frequencies and damping rates for different modes of
the thermal plasma, and also reproducing all oscillating, grow-
ing, and damping modes in counter streaming plasmas in the
relativistic and non-relativistic regimes.
Results from SHARP-1D in both relativistic and non-
relativistic regimes are contrasted with results from TRISTAN-
MP. A substantial improvement in the ability to conserve en-
ergy and control numerical heating is shown when SHARP-1D
is used.
Importantly, the improved performance due to higher spatial
order does not come at the cost of increased execution time;
to achieve the same level of accuracy, we have shown that, for
SHARP-1D, a simulation with W 5 is almost three orders of
magnitude faster than a simulation with W 1 and improved res-
olutions.
Finally, we develop a general criterion for convergence stud-
ies of PIC simulations by requiring that the ratio of the energy
in the shortest wave mode to the energy in the Poisson noise of
the simulation to be at lease fixed.
An example study for such a convergence test is presented,
where the decrease in the energy error for plasma, as different
relevant resolutions are increased, is used as a measure for con-
vergence. Both the number of particles per cell and the spatial
resolution of the grid are crucial resolution elements: increas-
ing only one relevant resolution results not only in slower de-
crease of the error, but also in a plateau where the error does
not decrease any longer as such resolution increases. Faster de-
crease of the error without any plateau is achieved when all rel-
evant resolutions are increased simultaneously for such plasma.
This new PIC code provides a new avenue that enables the
faithful study of the long-term evolution of plasma problems
(in one dimension) that require absolute control of the energy
and momentum conservation. Those include, e.g., the oblique
instability driven by the highly anisotropic TeV pair beams that
emerge from TeV gamma-rays that propagate from blazars to
us or interactions of relativistic plasma components with a non-
relativistic background plasma over long time scales (Broder-
ick et al. 2012).
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APPENDIX
A. MOMENTUM CONSERVATION
For the purpose of comparison, we start by calculating the correct interaction force for point particle in 1D, by using
q0E0 = m00ω0 & hNcp =
ω0L/c∑
s(Q¯2s Ns)/M¯s
=
ω0q20
m0c0ω20
=
q20
0q0E0
=⇒ 1
0q0E0
=
hNcp
q20
. (A1)
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Therefore, the correct interaction term in 1D for point-particles (m = 0) (in code units) is given by
F¯int =
Q1Q2
20
1
q0E0
{
+1 x2 > x1
−1 x2 < x1
=
Q¯1Q¯2h
2
Ncp
{
+1 x2 > x1
−1 x2 < x1
. (A2)
On the other hand, the force on a macro-particle, with charge qα and centered at xα[0,L] on a periodic box, is given by F¯α ≡
Fα/(q0E0) = Q¯αE¯α, where
E¯α =
∫ L
0
E¯(x)Sm[(x− xα)/∆x]dx =
Nc−1∑
k=0
∫ xk+1/2
xk−1/2
E¯(x)Smdx =
Nc−1∑
k=0
∫ xk+1
xk
E¯(x)Smdx. (A3)
By defining
Ncp ≡ Nc∑
s(Q¯2s Ns)/M¯s
=
1
n0∆x
& Npc ≡ 1Ncp & W
m
k,i ≡W m
[
(x¯k − x¯i)/h
]
. (A4)
The exact equations for the fields on the grid edges are given by Equations (35,36), these can be written as
E¯k+1 = E¯k +hρ¯k+ 12 & ρ¯k+ 12 = Ncp
∑
s
Q¯s
∑
is
W mk+ 12 ,is
. (A5)
The solution of Equation (A5) can be expressed as
E¯k = E¯0 +h
k−1∑
j=0
ρ¯ j+ 12
= E¯0 −h
Nc−1∑
j=k
ρ¯ j+ 12
= E¯0 +
h
2
k−1∑
j=0
ρ¯ j+ 12
−
h
2
Nc−1∑
j=k
ρ¯ j+ 12
= E¯0 −
h
2
ρ¯k+ 12
+
h
2
Nc−1∑
j=0
A jkρ¯ j+ 12 , (A6)
where A jk is anti-symmetric matrix given by
A jk =

+1 j < k,
0 j = k,
−1 j > k.
(A7)
Two possible, second-order accurate, approximations for Equation (A3) can be written as follows
F¯is ≈

Q¯s
Nc−1∑
k=0
E¯kW mk,is . (A8)
Q¯s
2
Nc−1∑
k=0
[
E¯k + E¯k+1
]
W mk+ 12 ,is
=
Q¯α
2
Nc−1∑
k=0
E¯k
[
W mk+ 12 ,is
+W mk− 12 ,is
]
. (A9)
A.1. Non-momentum Conserving Second-order scheme: approximation (A8)
If we use (A6) and net-charge neutrality, i.e.,
∑
k ρ¯k =
∑
k ρ¯k+ 12
= 0, then the total force on all macro-particles is given by
F¯Net =
∑
s
∑
is
F¯is =
∑
k
E¯k
∑
s
Q¯s
∑
is
W mk,is = Npc
∑
k
E¯kρ¯k = −Npc
h
2
∑
k
ρ¯kρ¯k+1/2 +Npc
h
2
∑
j,k
A jkρ¯kρ¯ j+ 12 . (A10)
Therefore, the net-force on the system does not depend on the choice of E0 (because of charge neutrality), and since using higher
interpolation functions makes the variation in the interpolated density smoother, it decreases both terms in Equation (A10), i.e.,
using higher-order interpolation improves the momentum conservation.
A.1.1. Origin of Momentum Non-conservation: Self-forces and wrong interaction forces
To see the origin of momentum non-conservation, we examine the interpolated force in the case in which there are only two
macro-particles. Using Q¯1 + Q¯2 = 0,
∑
k W
m
k,is = 1, and
ρ¯ j+ 12
= Ncp
[
Q¯1W mj+ 12 ,1
+ Q¯2W mj+ 12 ,2
]
,
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the force on macro-particle at x1 is given by
F¯1 = Q¯1
Nc−1∑
k=0
E¯0 − h2 ρ¯k+ 12 + h2
Nc−1∑
j=0
A jkρ¯ j+ 12
W mk,1
= Q¯1E0 −
Q¯1h
2
Ncp
∑
k
[
Q¯1W mk+ 12 ,1
+ Q¯2W mk+ 12 ,2
]
W mk,1 +
Q¯1h
2
Ncp
∑
j,k
A jk
[
Q¯1W mk+ 12 ,1
+ Q¯2W mk+ 12 ,2
]
W mk,1
= Q¯1E0 +
Q¯21h
2
Ncp
∑
j,k
A jkW mj+ 12 ,1
W mk,1 −
∑
k
W mk+ 12 ,1
W mk,1
+ Q¯2Q¯1h
2
Ncp
∑
j,k
A jkW mj+ 12 ,2
W mk,1 −
∑
k
W mk+ 12 ,2
W mk,1
 . (A11)
Therefore, the non-vanishing self-force, F¯self, and the numerical interaction force, F¯int, are given by
F¯self =
Q¯21h
2
Ncp
∑
j,k
A jkW mj+ 12 ,1
W mk,1 −
∑
k
W mk+ 12 ,1
W mk,1
 6= 0 and F¯int = Q¯2Q¯1h2 Ncp
∑
j,k
A jkW mj+ 12 ,2
W mk,1 −
∑
k
W mk+ 12 ,2
W mk,1
 .
(A12)
Therefor, the self-force (∼ h/Npc = L/Np) here vanishes only in the limit of infinite number of macro-particles Np→∞.
A.2. Momentum Conserving Second-order Scheme: approximation (A9)
If we use (A6) and net-charge neutrality, i.e.,
∑
k ρ¯k =
∑
k ρ¯k+1/2 = 0, and
E¯k + E¯k+1 = 2E¯0 +h
k−1∑
j=0
ρ¯ j+ 12
−h
Nc−1∑
j=k+1
ρ¯ j+ 12
= 2E¯0 +h
Nc−1∑
j=0
A jkρ¯ j+ 12 . (A13)
The net-force is, then, given by
F¯Net =
∑
s
∑
is
F¯is =
∑
k
E¯k + E¯k+1
2
∑
s
Q¯s
∑
is
W mk+ 12 ,is
= Npc
∑
k
E¯k + E¯k+1
2
ρ¯k+ 12
=
hNpc
2
∑
j,k
A jkρ¯ j+ 12 ρ¯k+1/2 = 0.
(A14)
Therefore, the net-force on the system, again, does not depend on the choice of E0 (because of charge neutrality), and it is always
exactly zero, therefore, the momentum is exactly conserved. Hence we call this a momentum conserving scheme.
A.2.1. Vanishing of the Self-forces exactly
To see how self-forces vanish, we examine the interpolated force in the case in which there are only two macro-particles. Using
Q¯1 + Q¯2 = 0,
∑
k W
m
k,is = 1 and
ρ¯ j+ 12
= Ncp
[
Q¯1W mj+ 12 ,1
+ Q¯2W mj+ 12 ,2
]
,
the force on macro-particle at x1 is given by
F¯1 = Q¯1
Nc−1∑
k=0
E¯k + E¯k+1
2
W mk+ 12 ,1
= Q¯1
Nc−1∑
k=0
E0 + h2
Nc−1∑
j=0
A jkρ¯ j+ 12
W mk+ 12 ,1
= Q¯1E¯0 +
Q¯1h
2
Ncp
∑
j,k
A jk
[
Q¯1W mj+ 12 ,1
+ Q¯2W mj+ 12 ,2
]
W mk+ 12 ,1
= Q¯1E¯0 +
Q¯1Q¯2h
2
Ncp
∑
j,k
A jkW mj+ 12 ,2
W mk+ 12 ,1
. (A15)
Therefore, the vanishing self-force, F¯ self, and the numerical interaction force, F¯ int, are given by
F¯ self =
Q¯21h
2
Ncp
∑
j,k
A jkW mj+ 12 ,1
W mk+ 12 ,1
= 0 & F¯ int =
Q¯1Q¯2h
2
Ncp
∑
j,k
A jkW mj+ 12 ,2
W mk+ 12 ,1
. (A16)
We can see from comparing Equations (A2) and (A16) that the numerically calculated interaction force is shorter in range, and that
the usage of higher-order interpolation (larger macro-particles) results in smoothing the interaction forces.
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A.3. Filtering for Momentum Conserving Scheme: Non-vanishing Self-forces
Here, we show that filtering of the grid charge densities, e.g. 1D equivalence of filtering implemented in TRISTAN-MP, lead to a
non-vanishing self-forces and a violation of momentum conservation.
After one-filter, the filtered charge densities ρ¯fk are given by
ρ¯fk+ 12
=
ρ¯k− 12
+2ρ¯k+ 12 + ρ¯k+ 32
4
. (A17)
Therefore, for a momentum conserving scheme, e.g., Equation (A9), if we used (A13) and replaced ρk+1/2 by ρfk+1/2, the net force is
given by
F¯Net =
∑
k
E¯k + E¯k+1
2
∑
s
Q¯s
∑
is
W mk+ 12 ,is
=
Npch
2
∑
k, j
A jkρ¯fk+ 12
ρ¯k+ 12
=
Npch
8
∑
k, j
A jk
(
ρ¯k− 12
+ ρ¯k+ 32
)
ρ¯k+ 12
6= 0. (A18)
Which shows that filtering the grid deposited moment (grid charge density) leads to violation of momentum conservation in otherwise
a momentum conserving scheme.
To see the origin of such violation, we look, as we did before, at the interpolated force in case of having only two macro-particles,
using Q¯1 + Q¯2 = 0,
∑
k W
m
k,is = 1 and
ρ¯ j+ 12
= Ncp
[
Q¯1W mj+ 12 ,1
+ Q¯2W mj+ 12 ,2
]
⇒ ρ¯fj+ 12 =
Ncp
4
[
Q¯1
(
W mj− 12 ,1
+2W mj+ 12 ,1 +W
m
j+ 32 ,1
)
+ Q¯2
(
W mj− 12 ,2
+2W mj+ 12 ,2 +W
m
j+ 32 ,2
)]
,
the force on macro-particle at x1 is given by
F¯1 = Q¯1
Nc−1∑
k=0
E¯k + E¯k+1
2
W mk+ 12 ,1
= Q¯1
Nc−1∑
k=0
E0 + h2
Nc−1∑
j=0
A jkρ¯fj+ 12
W mk+ 12 ,1
= Q¯1E¯0 +
Q¯1h
4
Ncp
∑
j,k
A jk
[
Q¯1W mj+ 12 ,1
+ Q¯2W mj+ 12 ,2
]
W mk+ 12 ,1
+
Q¯1h
8
Ncp
∑
j,k
A jk
[
Q¯1
(
W mj+ 32 ,1
+W mj− 12 ,1
)
W mk+ 12 ,1
+ Q¯2
(
W mj+ 32 ,2
+W mj− 12 ,2
)
W mk+ 12 ,1
]
= Q¯1E¯0 +
Q¯1Q¯2h
4
Ncp
∑
j,k
A jkW mj+ 12 ,2
W mk+ 12 ,1
+
1
2
∑
j,k
A jk
(
W mj+ 32 ,2
+W mj− 12 ,2
)
W mk+ 12 ,1
+ Q¯21h
8
Ncp
∑
j,k
A jk
(
W mj+ 32 ,1
+W mj− 12 ,1
)
W mk+ 12 ,1
.
(A19)
Therefore, filtering leads to wrong interaction forces and a non-vanishing self-force given by
F¯1
self =
Q¯21h
8
Ncp
∑
j,k
A jk
(
W mj+ 32 ,1
+W mj− 12 ,1
)
W mk+ 12 ,1
6= 0.
B. SHAPE AND WEIGHT FUNCTIONS EXPLICIT FORM
If we define y = (x−xi)/∆x = (x¯− x¯i)/h, the shape functions, Sm(y), assumed for the macro-particles and the corresponding weight
functions, W m(y), used in the interpolation steps in the code are given in Table 4.
C. ALIASING
The Fourier components of grid quantities, in 1D, gk are such that gk = gk+pkg , where p is some integer and kg = 2pi/∆x is the wave
mode associated with the cell size ∆x on that physical grid. Therefore, for a continuous particles number density n(x), the Fourier
component of the grid charge density is given by (Birdsall & Langdon 1991)
ρ˜k =
∞∑
p=−∞
n˜(k− pkg) S˜(k− pkg), (C1)
where S˜(k) is Fourier transform of our interpolation function and n˜(k) is Fourier transform of n(x). Therefore, all aliases of k (wave
modes that differ from k by integer number of kg) contribute when grid quantities are calculated. Clearly, this will feedback on
the particle quantities, when the grid quantities are used to calculate the force on the particles to evolve them. The strength of the
coupling between aliases (the source of this error) depends on how fast S˜m(k) falls off for large k, as can be seen in Equation (C1).
The Fourier transform of our interpolation functions (spline functions of order m, see Table 4) is given by
S˜m(k) =
[
sin(k∆x/2)
k∆x/2
]m
. (C2)
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Table 4
Shape and weight functions implemented in the code.
m Sm(y) W m(y)
0 δ(y)
1 0≤ |y| ≤
1
2
0 Otherwise
1
1
∆x

1 0≤ |y| ≤ 1
2
0 Otherwise

1− |y| 0≤ |y| < 1
0 Otherwise
2
1
∆x

1− |y| 0≤ |y| < 1
0 Otherwise

3
4
− y2 0 < |y| < 1
2
1
8
(3−2|y|)2 1
2
≤ |y| < 3
2
0 Otherwise
3
1
∆x

3
4
− y2 0 < |y| < 1
2
1
8
(3−2|y|)2 1
2
≤ |y| < 3
2
0 Otherwise

2
3
− y2 + |y|3/2 0 < |y| < 1
1
6
(2− |y|)3 1≤ |y| < 2
0 Otherwise
4
1
∆x

2
3
− y2 + |y|3/2 0 < |y| < 1
1
6
(2− |y|)3 1≤ |y| < 2
0 Otherwise

115
192
−
5y2
8
+
y4
4
0 < |y| < 1
2
1
96
[
55+20|y|−120y2 +80|y|3 −16y4] 1
2
≤ |y| < 3
2
1
384
(5−2|y|)4 3
2
≤ |y| < 5
2
0 Otherwise
5
1
∆x

115
192
−
5y2
8
+
y4
4
0 < |y| < 1
2
1
96
[
55+20|y|−120y2 +80|y|3 −16y4] 1
2
≤ |y| < 3
2
1
384
(5−2|y|)4 3
2
≤ |y| < 5
2
0 Otherwise

11
20
−
y2
2
+
y4
4
−
|y|5
12
0≤ |y| ≤ 1
17
40
+
5|y|
8
−
7y2
4
+
5|y|3
4
−
3y4
8
+
|y|5
24
1 < |y| < 2
1
120
(3− |y|)5 2≤ |y| < 3
0 Otherwise
Therefore, Using higher-order interpolation functions (larger m) in our code leads to a decrease in the strength of the couplings
between grid wave modes and their aliases), which results in improvements in energy conservation as seen in Section 4.1.
D. POISSON NOISE
Here we calculate the noise when a finite number of computational particles are used to represent a uniform distribution function.
We calculate the total energy density due to such noise in Appendix D.1 and then find the power spectrum for such noise in
Appendix D.2. In Appendix D.3, we calculate the temperature, θp, set by the energy in such noise.
D.1. Average Potential Energy From Uniformly Distributed Macro-particles
Using Equation (10) and the first equation in (2), we can write the electric field associated with plasma particles on a periodic box
of length L, i.e., xis ∈ [0,L) as follows
E(x)−E0 =
∑
s
Qs
0
Ns∑
is
qm(x,xis ). (D1)
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Where, qm(x,xis ) =
∫ x
0 dx
′
Sm(x
′
,xis ). The periodicity of the box implies that the plasma is neutral. Therefore,
EL −E0 = 0 =
1
0
∑
s
Qs
Ns∑
is
qm(L,xis ) =
1
0
∑
s
QsNs. (D2)
The spatial averaging of qm, for uniformly distributed macro-particles, is
〈qm(x,xis )〉 =
∫ L
0
du
L
qm(x,u) =
∫ x
0
dx
′
∫ L
0
du
L
Sm(x
′
,u) =
∫ x
0
dx
′
L
(1) =
x
L
. (D3)
For such macro-particles the average of the electric field is zero:
〈E(x)−E0〉 =
∑
s
〈
Qs
0
Ns∑
is
qm(x,xis )
〉
=
∑
s
Qs
0
Ns
∫ L
0
du
L
qm(x,u) =
∑
s
Qs
0
Ns
x
L
=
x
0L
∑
s
QsNs = 0. (D4)
However, due to the finite number of macro-particles, the average potential energy is non-zero, to calculate such energy we need
to calculate
〈
E2(x)−E20
〉
=
〈
(E(x)−E0)2
〉
=
〈(∑
s
Qs
0
Ns∑
is
qm(x,xis )
)2〉
=
〈∑
s
(
Qs
0
Ns∑
is
qm(x,xis )
)2〉
+
〈∑
s 6=s′
(
Qs
0
Ns∑
is
qm(x,xis )
)Qs′
0
N
s′∑
i
s′
qm(x,xi
s′
)
〉
=
1
20
∑
s
〈(
Qs
Ns∑
is
qm(x,xis )
)2〉
+
1
20
∑
s6=s′
〈(
Qs
Ns∑
is
qm(x,xis )
)〉〈Qs′ Ns′∑
i
s′
qm(x,xi
s′
)
〉
=
1
20
∑
s
Q2s
〈
Ns∑
is
[qm(x,xis )]
2 +
Ns∑
is 6= js
qm(x,xis )q
m(x,x js )
〉
+
1
20
x2
L2
∑
s 6=s′
QsNsQs′ Ns′
=
∑
s
Q2s
20
[
Ns
∫ L
0
du
L
[qm(x,u)]2 +Ns(Ns −1)
[∫ L
0
du
L
qm(x,u)
]2]
+
1
20
x2
L2
∑
s 6=s′
QsNsQs′ Ns′
=
1
20
x2
L2
∑
s 6=s′
QsNsQs′ Ns′ +
∑
s
N2s Q
2
s
+∑
s
Q2s Ns
20
[∫ L
0
du
L
[qm(x,u)]2 −
x2
L2
]
=
x2
20L2
(∑
s
QsNs
)2
+
∑
s
Q2s Ns
20
[∫ L
0
du
L
[qm(x,u)]2 −
x2
L2
]
=
∑
s
Q2s Ns
20
[∫ L
0
[qm(x,u)]2
du
L
−
x2
L2
]
.
(D5)
For the shape functions implemented in SHARP-1D (their explicit forms are given in Appendix B), the integral in (D5) is given
by
∫ L
0
du
L
[qm(x,u)]2 =
x
L
−
∆x
L
fm and fm =
1
6

0 m = 0
1 m = 1
1.4 m = 2
1.70714 m = 3
1.96693 m = 4
2.19624 m = 5
. (D6)
Therefore, 〈
E2(x)−E20
〉
=
∑
s
NsQ2s
20
[
x
L
−
x2
L2
−
∆x
L
fm
]
. (D7)
The average electrostatic potential energy due to the finite number of macro-particles is, then, given by
Em =
0
2
∫ L
0
dx
〈
E2(x)−E20
〉
=
∑
s
NsQ2s
20
[
L
6
−∆x fm
]
=
L
120
[
1−
6 fm
Nc
]∑
s
NsQ2s (D8)
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Here, Nc = L/∆x is the number of macro-cells. If we assume that all plasma species have the same mass, and absolute value of
charge, we then make the choice of our fiducial units as, q20 = Q
2
s and m0 = Ms (that implies n0 =
∑
s ns). Therefore,
〈
E¯m
〉
=
〈Em〉
m0c2
=
L2
12c2
q20n0
0m0
[
1−
6 fm
Nc
]
=
L2ω20
12c2
[
1−
6 fm
Nc
]
=
L¯2
12
[
1−
6 fm
Nc
]
(D9)
Equation (D9) shows that using higher-order shape functions decreases the noise coming from the fact that we are using a finite
number of macro-particles. The decrease that we gain in the potential energy noise is fmL¯2/2Nc. For a given box size, this improve-
ment is lowered, if we increase the number of cells Nc because it means a decreases in cell size, which means also a decrease in the
size of the macro-particles. On the other hand, if we increase the number of cells while keeping the cell size fixed, i.e., by increasing
the box-size L¯, that improvement due to using higher-order interpolation functions increases.
D.2. Spectrum of the Poison Noise
To find the spectrum of such Poisson noise, we average the Fourier transform of the grid electric fields. Using Equation (D1), the
Fourier components of the electric field are given by
E˜n =
∫ L
0
dx
L
[
E0 +
∑
s
Qs
0
Ns∑
is
qm(x,xis )
]
e−2piinx/L = E0δn,0 +
∑
s
Qs
0
Ns∑
is
∫ L
0
dx
L
[
qm(x,xis )
]
e−2piinx/L. (D10)
By defining
Z(xis ,n)≡
∫ L
0
dx
L
qm(x,xis )e
−2piinx/L ⇒ Z(xis ,0) =
xis
L
, (D11)
and using the fact that E(x) is a real valued function, the absolute value for such Fourier components are given by
|E˜n|2 = E˜nE˜−n = E20δn,0 +2E0δn,0
∑
s
Qs
0
Ns∑
is
Z(xis ,0)+
[∑
s
Qs
0
Ns∑
is
Z(xis ,n)
][∑
s
Qs
0
Ns∑
is
Z(xis ,−n)
]
= E0
[
E0 +2
∑
s
Qs
0
Ns∑
is
xis
L
]
δn,0 +
∑
s
Q2s
20
 Ns∑
is
Z(xis ,n)
Ns∑
js
Z(x js ,−n)
+∑
s 6=s′
QsQs′
20
 Ns∑
is
Z(xis ,n)
N
s′∑
i
s′
Z(xi
s′
,−n)

= E0
[
E0 +2
∑
s
Qs
0
Ns∑
is
xis
L
]
δn,0 +
∑
s
Q2s
20
 Ns∑
is
Zm(xis ,n)Z
m(xis ,−n)+
Ns∑
is 6= js
Zm(xis ,n)Z(x js ,−n)

+
∑
s6=s′
QsQs′
20
 Ns∑
is
Zm(xis ,n)
N
s′∑
i
s′
Zm(xi
s′
,−n)
 . (D12)
Averaging over a periodic box and assuming the macro-particles are uniformly distributed, we can write
〈|E˜n|2〉= E0
[
E0 +2
∑
s
QsNs
20
]
δn,0 +
∑
s
Q2s
20
[
Ns
∫ L
0
du
L
[
Zm(u,n)Zm(u,−n)
]
+ (N2s −Ns)
∫ L
0
du
L
Zm(u,n)
∫ L
0
du
L
Zm(u,−n)
]
+
∑
s 6=s′
QsNsQs′ Ns′
20
∫ L
0
du
L
Zm(u,n)
∫ L
0
du
L
Zm(u,−n)
= E20δn,0 +
∑
s 6=s′
QsNsQs′ Ns′ +
∑
s
Q2s N
2
s
∫ L
0
du
L
Zm(u,n)
∫ L
0
du
L
Zm(u,−n)
+
∑
s
Q2s Ns
20
[∫ L
0
du
L
[
Zm(u,n)Zm(u,−n)
]
−
∫ L
0
du
L
Zm(u,n)
∫ L
0
du
L
Zm(u,−n)
]
= E20δn,0 +
∑
s
Q2s Ns
20
[∫ L
0
du
L
[
Zm(u,n)Zm(u,−n)
]
−
∫ L
0
du
L
Zm(u,n)
∫ L
0
du
L
Zm(u,−n)
]
. (D13)
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By using Equations (D11, D3)∫ L
0
du
L
Zm(u,n) =
∫ L
0
du
L
∫ L
0
dx
L
qm(x,u)e−2piinx/L =
∫ L
0
dx
L
x
L
e−2piinx/L =
{
1/2, n = 0,
i/(2pin), n 6= 0, (D14)
∫ L
0
du
L
Zm(u,n)Zm(u,−n) =

1/3, n = 0,
1
(2pin)2
[
1+
(
sin(pin/Nc)
pin/Nc
)2m]
, n 6= 0. (D15)
Therefore, the averaged magnitude for the Fourier components can be written as
〈|E˜n|2〉 =

E20 +
∑
s
Q2s Ns
1220
, n = 0,
∑
s
Q2s Ns
(2pin)220
[
sin(pin/Nc)
pin/Nc
]2m
, n 6= 0.
(D16)
If all plasma species have the same mass, and absolute value of charges, such average can be written in code units as
〈| ¯˜En|2〉= 〈|E˜n|
2〉
E20
=

E¯20 +
L¯2
12Nt
, n = 0.
1
(2pin)2
[
sin(pin/Nc)
pin/Nc
]2m L¯2
Nt
, n 6= 0.
(D17)
D.3. Heating Due to Noise
If the energy due to Poisson noise is converted to heat that puts a floor in the temperature PIC scheme can simulate. Here we
estimate such a temperature floor θp. The energy due to Poisson noise is calculate in Appendix D.1. It is given by〈
E¯m
〉
=
〈Em〉
m0c2
=
L¯2
12
[
1−
6 fm
Nc
]
, (D18)
where fm is defined in (D6). This noise is due to the finite number of macro-particles used in the simulations. If this energy is
converted to thermal energy, it would lead to heating of the plasma up to a temperature θp. If the plasmas are at thermal equilibrium,
the momentum distribution is given by Maxwell–Jüttner distribution, and hence the temperature of plasmas is related to the kinetic
energy, K¯, as follows 〈
K¯
〉
=
〈K〉
m0c2
=
∑
s
〈(γ −1)〉 =
∑
s
Ns
[
θs +
K0[1/θs]
K1[1/θs]
−1
]
= N
[
θ +
K0[1/θ]
K1[1/θ]
−1
]
=
{
Nθ/2, θ 1,
Nθ, θ 1. (D19)
Here, θs = kBTs/m0c2 is the normalized temperature of species s with Ns of macro-particles, N is the total number of macro-particles
from all species and K0, K1 are the Bessel functions of zeroth and first kind respectively. Therefore,
θp =
L¯2
12N
[
1−
6 fm
Nc
]{
2, θp 1,
1, θp 1. (D20)
Hence, if a plasma of macro-particles starts with a temperatures below θp the Poisson noise will non-physically heat such plasma.
E. DISPERSION RELATION FOR NON-RELATIVISTIC WARM PLASMA
For non-relativistic (γ3 ≈ 1) warm plasma, i.e., 0< θ 1, we can write
f0(u)du = f0(v)dv =
n0d(v/c)√
2piθ
e−(v/c)
2/2θ =
n0dv¯√
2piθ
e−v¯
2/2θ & θ =
kBT
mc2
.
If we assume no net current in the plasmas, i.e., the momentum distribution of all species is such that
∑
s Qs
∫
v f s0(v)dv = 0, then the
linear dispersion relation of uniformly distributed plasma is given by
1 =
∑
s
χs(vp), (E1)
where vp = ωˆ/kˆ, ωˆ = ω/ωp, kˆ = kc
√
θ/ωp, i.e., vp = ω/kc
√
θ, ω2p =
∑
sω
2
ps, ω
2
ps = Q
2
s ns/0Ms, and v¯ = v/c.
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If we assume that =(ωˆ)> 0, i.e., =(ω)> 0, then
χs(vp) =
Q2s
0Msk2
∫ ∞
−∞
f0(v)dv
(v−ω/k)2
=
ω2ps
k2c2
∫ ∞
−∞
dv¯√
2piθ
e−v¯
2/2θ
(v¯−ω/kc)2
=
ω2ps/ω
2
p
ωˆ2
∫ ∞
−∞
dz√
2pi
e−z
2/2
(z− vp)2
, (E2)
where z≡ v¯/√θ. Extending the definition of χs(vp) to the entire complex plane can be done as follows (Brambilla 1998)
χs(vp) =
ωˆ2s
kˆ2
∫ ∞
−∞
dz√
2pi
e−z
2/2
(z− vp)2
−
ωˆ2s
kˆ2
√
pi
2
vp

0 if =(vp)> 0
ie−v
2
p/2 if =(vp) = 0
2ie−v
2
p/2 if =(vp)< 0
, (E3)
where ωˆs ≡ ωps/ωp. Therefore, for =(vp) 6= 0, we can then write
χs(vp) =
ωˆ2s
kˆ2


−1+
√
pi
2
vp
[
Erfi
(
vp/
√
2
)
− i
]
e−
v2p
2 if =(vp)> 0
−1+
√
pi
2
vp
[
Erfi
(
vp/
√
2
)
+ i
]
e−
v2p
2 if =(vp)< 0
−
√
pi
2
vp
{
0 if =(vp)> 0
2ie−v
2
p/2 if =(vp)< 0

=
ωˆ2s
kˆ2
[
−1+
√
pi
2
vp
[
Erfi
(
vp/
√
2
)
− i
]
e−
v2p
2
]
, (E4)
where Erfi is the complex error function, which is defined as Erfi(vp) = −i Erf(ivp).
E.1. Standing Linear Plasma Waves
In the case of thermal electrons with fixed neutralizing background (ωˆs = 1), the dispersion relation is then given by
kˆ2 +1 =
√
pi
2
vp
[
Erfi
(
vp/
√
2
)
− i
]
e−
v2p
2 (E5)
E.2. Two-stream Instability
In the case of two population of thermal electrons (both have the same number density), propagating in two opposite directions with
speed vb, with fixed neutralizing background, therefore ωˆ2s = 1/2, and the linear dispersion relation is then given by (zb ≡ vb/c
√
θ)
kˆ2 +1 =
1
2
[√
pi
2
(vp + zb)
[
Erfi
(
vp + zb√
2
)
− i
]
e−
(vp+zb )
2
2 +
√
pi
2
(vp − zb)
[
Erfi
(
vp − zb√
2
)
− i
]
e−
(vp−zb )
2
2
]
=
√
pi
8
[
(vp + zb)
[
Erfi
(
vp + zb√
2
)
− i
]
e−vpzb + (vp − zb)
[
Erfi
(
vp − zb√
2
)
− i
]
evpzb
]
e−(v
2
p+z
2
b)/2. (E6)
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